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ABSTRACT

This paper synthesizes research from several traditions on causes of

change in the level of formal educational attainment in the United.States

for cohorts born during the first'half of the twentieth century., It

considers Two general sources of educational growth: (1) changing population

composition on family background factors that affect how far individuals

go in school, and (2) changing characteristics of the labor market and

educational organization that are experienced uniformly within cohorts but

vary over time such as to alter incentives to stay in school. Using the

1973 Occupational Changes in. a Generation Survey and published economic and

Schooling data we simultaneously consider iudividual and societal level' causes

of change in school attainment. Net of intercohort change in social back-,

grouneComposition, we isolate The effects of Persistent economic incentives

To acquire schooling on grade progression rates. But these effects fail

to dominate' the data. Instead, cohorts are also highly responsive to

short-run fluctuations in schooling costs and to the favorability of

institutional conditions under which schooling takes place. With regard

4
to the latter, in contrast to previouS cross-sectional findings, school

$)4

quality indicators strongly affect educational growth: Levels of

educatidnal expenditures, teache't Alaries, within-year 'attendance, and

school consolidation all vary directly with grade progresSion and, in

places, mediate the effects of econo ic.incentives.



MARKET AND' INSTITUTIONAL SOURCES OF ECONOMIC GROWTY.1

The increasing level of formal educational attainment in America is
*

one of the most important social trends. in the twentieth century. Cohorts

'born during the first five yeais of the century achieved,a medidsn of 8.6

grades of schooling, while cohortg born
t

at mid-century had it median of

12.8'grades (6. S. Bureau of the Census 1960, p. 46; 1976a)1. In 1910

62.5 percent of Americansaged.5 to 19 years were enrolled in school;.

in 1974, 89.4 percent were enrolled (U. S. Bureau of-the Census 1960,,

p. 214; 1976b). The educational compogition of the. population has

implications for-many dimensions of'social life, including the economic

and social standing of individualsiand occupations,'political attitudes

and behavior, consumption patterns, social participation, and family
o ;.34.

formation."4 Yet our understanding of the causes of charige,in average

educational levels 10 incomplete. A number of obviously, relevant social

trends accompany the rise in attainment: 14161 fam4y incomes have.
44°

r

increased substantially throughout the century; the farm population

has dwindled and the urban population and non-farm segments of industry

have grown; skills and formal credentials required in the'labor market

have a/so increased; the economic advantage to comparatively Well- .

educated workers has persisted; laws requiring students to remain in

schoOl for larger fractions of their adolescence have?een passed; and

at all levels, school systems have been bureaucratized, extended4and

enriched. Citing these and other obvious so4a1 changes is a firt

0
step to understanding the.changirig educational composition of t4e-

American population. But it retains to specify which, if any, of these.
1p

)

changes have caused succAsive generations of student4 to remain in

9
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school for lengthier

collateral developments. To 'answer this qUestion requireL formulating

a number of arguments that may 'explain educational growth and,

portions of their lives, and-vbicit are merely

empirically unravelling the influences of numerous collinear, social

trends. As a contribution to accouving for the increase in the formal

<31

educational status of the American population, this paper presents an

analysis of-the effects ofMarket and institutional factors on change

in levO.s of fOrmal schooling for white American males born during the

first half of the twentieth century.

To account for'educational groll,ith is to synthesize. two research

traditions, which may be termed the social demographic and macroeconomic

perspectives. The social demographic sources of4"change in formal

school attainment are intercohort changes in population composition on

social background factors that, within cohorts, affeCt how far indivivals

go in school, , Individuals' formal school attainments are affected by their

4
parents' schooling levels, their numbers of 'sitlings, the income and

occupational statuses of their parents, and their places of origin

(Blau and, Duncan 1967; Duncan 1965; Duncan, Feltherman, and Duncan 1972;

Jencks 1972.; Sewell and Hauser 1975; Mare 1977b). Thus, intercohort

changes in average levels of these background factors induce changes in

average cohort attainment levels.. Increases in the levels of schooling,

,occupational status, and income anthdecreases'in avera

siblings and tithe fractions of cohorts rai ed on fasrms 1 'ohort

inci es in'average grades of school completed and grade progressioh

rat over cohorts born during the twentieth century:( 4auser and

Featherman 1976; Winsborough and Sweet 1976; Mare 1977a, 1977c).

4

Air



The ma-croeconomic sources of educational change are aggregate

.market incentives, such as the CDs s or the Tonetary returns to formal

schooling. There is evidence that indivIduads respond to changes. in the
4

direct and opportunity, costs of formal schoOling,as well as the perCeived.'

long-run economic benefit to continued schooling in deciding whether to

remain in school (Duncan 1965a; Freeman 1975, 1976). Over cohorts,

therefore, levels of formal schooling reflect coves in the costs and

returns of schooling which are experienced approximately uniformly

within cohorts but vary over time.

While each of these perspectives partially accounts for change in

schooling levels; neither, by itself, explains educational change in

twentieth-century America. Inasmuch as family background composition

changes slowly over dohofts, it. cannot account for short-run fluctuations

in levels of attetdance or attainment. More important, only between

Asp.

one-third and one-half of intercohort change in highest grade of

schooling completed or grade progressiofCrates during,the twentieth

c'erktury (for males) is due to measured background compositional change

(Hauser and Felatherman 1976;-Mare 1977c3. On the other hand, aggregate

econometric models of market'effects on attendance are seLiously

missveicified thsofar as they fail to take account of intercohort change
1

on family background. The apparent effect of persistent economic advantages

'to persons with higher levels of schooling on aggregate school
)

attenbance

delsions,may be confounded with the effects of secularly rising

parental socioeconomic levels.
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This suggests that much' can be learnedffrom considering within a
.

.

common analytic framework the impact of changing population compositiOn

on factors affecting school attainment at the Odividual level and

changing market incentiveq to continue with schooling. Such an analysAa

has a number of benefits. P .

-<:-.1
First, it c'ntributes to our understanding of the sources of

educational growth. Recent debate f(!icuses on the reldtive'emphasis to

. .

be accorded."conSuMption". and investment" motives for changes in the
\

'4(
aggregate accumulation of"Schooling.YThe dominant source bf educational

growth may be accelerated competition for relative economic status

through the acquisition of formal schooling (Boudon 1974;'1.976).

1Y V
Alternatively,a broader set of cultural and economic influences may

determine cohort' attainment levels (Hauser,19.76). Despite the imporChnce

of this iss "ue for understanding change in advancedsocieties, little

evidence,thas info/med the arguments. Although the iSsue'is ill-suited
, .

to precise comparisons of competing hyp2theses, assessing market effect

on school accumulation, after taking account of ,inges famAy fact

asts light on the broader debate. In participlar, it show whether the

perceived market value of school credentials can indee'd acc unt for '

a

intercohort changes in'average levels of educational attainment not due:

to changes in the cre-s:ire for schooling engenddred by changes in the
{5,

ll

social backgrounds of students.

Second, siMulLaneous analysisl'of market and family-effecyts on hanges

in schooling levels should lead to improved Methods for forecistihg

A
enrollments generally, college enrolments in particular '6rescW (1975)
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:' '-, .. ... . _..

criticizes fdredasts. which estimate future, enrollments mainly as fixed

fractions of "cO'llege-age" cohort size. Arguing that students make
.

-I i

a dance'detIsio4 in response to anticipated payoffs to college

educat and that this is a period of oversupply of college graduates,

'he ,concludes that the relative earnings-of graduates will fall and

enrollmehtS will plunge further than age structure changes imply. On

the other hand, HaUser and Featherman (1976) and Winsborough and Sweet

(1976)- emphasize rhepotential2for future educational growth.i Continued

intecohort increases in parental sociot5tomic status and declines in

sibship siz$1a4ur increaseafin average levels of schooling. By them-

,selves,.neither of these perspectives` yields forecasts upon which social

. e

.policy, should rest.,it is more satisfactory to forecast the outcomes of

1

(.,
both population compositional change and change in the market for

,col

,

lege-educated labor. The, present pape4does not go so far asto

devel8p forecasting-models, but it reporth--the eff cts of[a numbe

histo4cal determinants of attendance can used\ in. a Comp hensive

forecasting scheme.

N

A third benefit to this approhch td studying educational change is

thatlit permits Qbservation of effects of gther organizational and

political factors on changes in school attainment levels. The character

of school systems; political support for education; and legal statutes

regtilating the school aitendance, military service, and 141bor `force
!

t
participation 4- oluth Change over time and may affect cohorts' propensities

to drop out of sciWol. Such hypotheses c4n be fruitfully'examined within

a design which takes account ofhanges,in cohort co position orrfamily

41R 46)
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baCkgrouhd factors and macroeconomic determinan ts of school,attendance. o

The analysis described herein considers a number of orgainzatiol sources"

of educational change. .TheseareirSCUssed.more fully"bcelpw.

r Finally, the analysis has didactic value. Recent critics of'res*arch

on socioeconomic attainment argue for more focus on` institutional and

labor market effectb Od i ndi)viduals' achievemetlts

mould certainly be true for_s.hange in educational attainment levels,

where social batkground composition accounts forottly.afraction Of

observed intercohort increases during the twentieth century! The present

study, therefore, embodies a strategy for the analysig- of both individual-

level and market and institutional influences on an important socioeconomic

outcome, namely formal school tfainment. It illustrates,not only methods

for societal-level(analysiS based on limited data but 'also the
, -

difficulties'o uch analyse. --.. i
,

)

We have emphasized the value of simultanously-examiding the effects.
)1f \,,1- .

.

of composit macro-level determinants of educational growth. ThiS

0 C

report, however, ocues on the latter., Sind the VaIidity,of the
eo" 1

, T
analysis turns upon proper adjustment for'composition on individual-levelf

. ,

variables, we discuss this adjustment. But we present no empirical

. . A.

results on background'compos4ional effects on averae educational '-

-,
, 0.

.

attainment. The latter are treated,tby Hauser and Featherman (1976) and
er, I .'

-Mare (1977c)., Concentrating on market and institutional effects, we
,.

7,

address more problematic issues.
'

or a strictly macro:level analysis

of educational trends since-World War II, see Felson and Land 7(1978).]
1,
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sectidtfocuaes on measurement of market and institutional conditAko
.

,,
. .

\
and _presents'specific hynptheses. Section four outlines methods for

1 .
.

exploratpry tithe-series analysis of school attailKent. Section five

present.our empiiical results,. ,The papet concludes witha summary
.

44

't

f.

.. ,

.../

of' our 'findint4 an& fUtureresearch needs:
..

''

7'

The paper is organized as,follows: The first s cLion enumerates market and
,...

institutional influences bn educational_changc that have beentsidered
e

'

in, previous research and are amenable to stU4 with available data, and .

)% .,.,
,

9

___ ,

Llines mechanisms throw which they may affect school attendance.

\ ..,

The second
3
seiqw diAllases the measurement of formal sshooling'and

_ ,

s.

.

-describes our data on social =background and schooling. The third

MARKET AND INSTITUTIONAL!. INFLUENCES

We consider, three structural sources of chahe in levels of fOrmal

school attainment. These include the,economic returns to,formal

schooling, the costs of schooling experienced by households, and

charactarliKtics of organization of schooling that determine access

t6-or quality of schl4oling. -Although we interpret these/inf'lue4es

brdadly, they do not ,eXhauAt factors that may affect school attainment.

Political factors, such as compulsory schbol'attendance or child labor

legislation may-indtce increases in attendance rates, Whetter thisN
, .

is. true or, alternatively, whether legislati edevelopments merely rationalize

social trends engendered-by other social, economic, and demographic-
.

411cdsses is hard to etermine with'extant"data. Data limitations

/restAc .our analysis 0\acdopnting for educational changes at the,national

t.

rk

1
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Level; to wit we do not take account of regional diffe`rences in.the
4

'ratete or the sources of educational change-. At,the national level,
- /

however, legisIatiVe conditions, regulating school attendance have changed

1'
little during the twentieth century.' Var-intion.in legislation bearing.

,

on attendances-for example:- is mainly cross - sectional (interstate)

rather then longitudinal.
2.

At the national level, therefore, a legal

variable which, prima facie, may'affect °school attendance is nearly

constant when aggregated:
3

Such fictors are better studied nt, the
.

state lavel where their interstate variation can be exploited and

-t

gRalitative interstate differences in statutes can be taken ifito

.'., account. Thus we focUs,on structurgl dete inants schooling Which

chaifgesignificantly when/ monitored for the ation as a whole.

(Economic Return s)to Schooling
e

liersistent,labos-markel advantages,tp persoris. with high educational,

attainment levels May induce:successivecohorts to accumulate progressively

higher levels o ooling: During the twentieth century, the most

rapidty growing occupaons and industries have work forces with higher

than average educationar attainment (Dresch 75; Gordon 1974). This

apparently keep the 'demand for relatively well- educated workers high

'enough -o Maintain their earnings advantage; But even ignoring changes.

in oc and industrial strucuren(i, thei-e may be a continued

incentive for succq,asive cohorts to demand.larger amounts of schooling.

,,Boudan, for e'ample, argues:

When each demands more education than a similar individual
-

,. ,

would have demanded some time before., this-has.the eff6ct
.

. .
A

A
A 11

,
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increasing the price in tends of years of4education

thot all have to, pay to get a given social status,...(1976,

p. 1185).

Thus,increases in formal schdol attainment,due to such other causes

as rising parental socioeconomic levels cause further increases in

the demand for schooling as individuals strive to attain the highest

relative socioeconomic position they can.

This implies that persons make school continCiation decisions by

.taking stock of the anticipated economic benefit of staying in school,

A key source of these anticipations is the relative fortunes of

persons already in the labor force who have acquired different amount

or schooling. That is, significant reference_Irpups for students are

Labor force group's differentiated by their educational standing.

Workers with,more schooling typically receive higher economic rewards

es

a

o a

than those with less. When he relativmsdvaritage to additional schooling

experienced by workers in previole; cohorts; increases, cohorts corrently

in schoot\are, ceteri. paribus, more likely to stay there. Conversely,

when. the relative advantage dec1ineas for previous cohorts, persons in

school are more likely to drop mil.

Although this argtmlont is plausible, -there has been little attempt

to examine it emrrri,callv. While there has been some aggregate time-

series analysis showing a relationship between education-secific

earnings levels and attendnre, this has heen restricted to the post-World

War I I era ;mull t o col lege tut endance rather than t he lull range of
isaf

r.

IL;
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educational experience (Freeman 1975; 1976), Data on the returns to

schooling are limited, thereby restricting analysis of the effects

of relative economic benefits of schooling on attendance, but it is

Possible to progress beyond past attempts to isolate the effectg-of market

incentives .

rir

Costs of Schooling

Costs of schooling include both direct and opportunity costs. The

former include transportation, tuition, supplies, and books; the latter ,include

- - - _
employment opportunities foregone while, attetnding school. What little

research has examined direct costs effects on school attendance' has

been restricted to 'cross-sectional analysis of college attendance

decisions (Radner-a,Id Miller 1975; Kohn et al. 1974; Corazzini et al.

1972),' There has been little attempt to assess whether fluctuations

in the capacities of households to meet the costs of keeping children

in grade and high school affect cohort attendance rates. Nor do we

know whether college attendancerates over the twentieth century ai'e

affected by'the costs of college experienced by the household, Our

analysis permits tentative inferences about these relationships.

The effects of foregone employment opportunities on school

retention rate!; are better documented. When unemployment' is high there

is relatively little incentive for students to drop out and seek work.

When uneflOoyment is low, work opportunities are more plentiful and

the appeal of further schooling is diminished. Thus, unemployment and

school attendance should vary directly. Evidence !;upporting this;

A
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hypothesis is reported by Duncan (196,5a), Corazzini et al. (1972),

Crean (1973), and Duncan (1974). gonetheless, it remains unclear that

fluctuations in employment opportunities affect attendance. There

are other possible explanations for the historical correlation between

/-

unemployment and attendance. During the depression, for example,

high school continuation rates exceeded their long-run upward trend,

presumalty due to the lack of work opportunities for youth At the

same time, hbwever, low depression fertility levels made
A
fa4ilies

typically smaller than at earlier or later periods. -Since intei'cohort

declines in average sibship size raise average school. attainment,

higher depression continuation rates may result from favorable family

background composition. Alternatively, they may have been due to

the favorable labor market position of well-educated workers, inasmuch

as the latter typita11:}7 held jobs relatively immune to unemployment.

These alternati4e explanations for the attendance-unemployment correlation

suggest that the effects of schooling costs should be examined in a

multivariate context taking account of change in family background

composition.

Institutional Characteristics

The4third set of macro-level-factors which mar facilitate

educational growth are characteristics of educational institutions.

Accompanying secular increases'in average school attainment lev0s

are trends in indifatorsof school quality and accessibility. School

faeilitis and personnel expand, school curricula become more extensive,

schools consolidate, children spend increasing fractions of their time.
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in chool, and the qualifications of teachers.increase. In part these

changes are institutional responses to increases in school attendance

induced by other demographic and institutional Changes. But changes in

the formal educational system may themselves affect attendance.

Improvements in instructional-quality resulting from more and ipetter

teachers and increased resources allocated-to learning facilities

and materials may increase students' awareness of the nature and rewards

of further schooling and their ability to go on with it. A formal

age-graded system of schooling, with a diversified curriculum tailored

to the diversity of student aptitudes, diffuses through the nation.

While schools consolidate, their organization .and curriculum become

favorable to higher attendance. With the decline in the decentralized

rural schools comes a corresponding institutionalization of norms of

regular, uninterrupted attendance and an age-graded class organization.

At the post-secofidary level institutions proliferate, making'higher

education available to more high school graduate-s'7 All of these dhanges

make it both physically and intellectually easier to acquire formal

schooling and may,-therefore, affect school attainment levels.

Research to date provides scant support for these conjectures.

Cross-sectional studies indicate, little effect of school characteristics

on academic performance once school social background composition of

students is taken into account (Coleman et al. 1966; Hauser 1971;

Jencks et al. 1972; Alwin and Otto 1977). Important exceptions, however,

are analyses showing that the quantity of schooling obtained during a
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year varies directly with achievement (Wiley 1976; Heyns 19:76). There

is also little apparent indeperident.effect of the physical accessibility

of higher educational."institutions on,college attendance (Anderson,

Bowman, and kinto 1972). But negative cross-sectional findings

peeclude long-term effects of change in aggregate features of the

American educational system on attendance, given the substantial

expansion of resources allocated to schooling during the twentietth

century. Still, schooling trends are collinear with other determinants

of educational growth such as family socioeconomic levels. On balance,

4

therefore, is useful to examine the effect of school characteristics

on attainment taking account of the other factors already discussed.

The economic returns, costsCand organization of schooling are

possible sources of educational growth that can best be studied by

first taking account of intercohort changes in composition on social

background factors affecting schooling at the individual level. At

the same time, however, these factors present hard conceptual and

measurement problems. We discuss these after discussing the

measurement of schooling per se.

SCHOOLING AND SOCIAL BACKGROUND

We regard formal schooling as a sequence of age-grade transitions'

during a cohort's early life cycle. For the individual, schooling
.

17,

is a set of dichotomous events conditional upon previbus events -to

wit, whether he attains one schooling level given that he attains the

previous level. Correspondingly, for the cohort, school attainment is
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denoted by grade progression rates, Examining schooling as a sequence

of events enables closer study of schooling by showing how family

influences change over the schooling years (Mare 1977b), More important,

by this approach; each step Ain the schooling process for each cohort

can be dated with tespect to societal events occurring at that step,

For a `cohort, schooling occurs over many years, Thus, different values

of a macro-lvel determinant of continuation rates may affect the

'iodds of continuing at different school transitions. Moreover, several

cohorts at different stages'of their schooling may be affected by the

same sociaVtond,itions. Finally, different macro-level variables may

affect continuation rates 'a different attainment levels, In short,

educational attainment is the outcome of a series of period-specific

influencs. To specify an interpretable relationship between average .

Completed grades of schooling and the sequences of aggregate-level

.independent variables is difficult if not impossible, On the other

piece-wise-analysis of tL outing process allows precise

..,..kation of perio(1
Niy4s'

-Ar
41.A

'.1.1e'foCus on four scROol transitions: Whether the individual (1)

es and thus affords more interpretable

completes elementary school (completes 8th grade); (2) attends high

school given that he completes-elementary school (attends 9th grade

givei8th grade completion); (3) graduates from high 'school given i

that he attends high school (completes 12th grade given 9th grade

attendance); (4) attends- college given that he graduates from high

schoil (attends 13th grade given 12th grade completion), These
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transitions are the po,ints in the, American schooling process were

-the greatest attrition has historically occurred (Duncan 1968,,

p. 640), and they denote movemdnt between and across the major divisions

of the educational system.

Since most 'of each cohort finishes school before age 25, cross-

sectional observations onhighest'grade of school completed reveal

the grade progression decisions of coho s observed in the cross section,

Our data source is white males in the 1973 Occupational Changes in a "I

Generation Survey (OCG)

.1

e civilian nan,institutional male population

born 190.72 (Featherman and Hauser 1975). The OCGilata include measures

mtp

on a number of social background factors that aftect school connuation

decisions. To adjust cohort'grade progression rates fOr'cohort

differences in social background composition,we use the following:

father's grades of school 'completed, moth s grades of school comp

annual family income when the respondent was 16 years old in constant

(1967) dollars, father's occupatictal status in units of the Duncan

socioeconomic index.when the respondent was 16 years old, number,of

ever-living siblings, a dichotomy equalling one,if the respondent did

not live with both parents most of the time up to age 16 and zero

otherwise, a dithotoMy equalling one if the respondent was born in the

South census region and zero otherwise, and a dichotomy equalling one

if the respondent lived on a farm at age 16'and zero otherwise, Fo'r

substantive discuSsion,of how these variables' effects vary over

school transitions,see Mate (1977a; 1977b).

OUf analysis relies on retrospective reports of social backgryund
1

and educational attainment. This raises two problems__ sample



,unreliability or unrepresentativeness and intracohort variability in

the timing of ,schooling. Relying on retrospective reports is a

pofential,source of bias because our data are not a representative

sample of persons in each cohort who attended American schools

during this century. Cross-sectional'bbervations); .then, are,,

affected by differential morta ty,,international migtatiA, and

age-related faculty recall of experienclh. Analysis reported else-
,

where considers the first two of these sources of bias and determines

that they filave no portant effects do estimated grade progression

rateS (Mate 1977a, Ch. 4). Fienberg and Mason (177) p idence

that nonrandom faculty recall of schooling has her,' -Ffects

on grade progression estimates from ret

.cohort variability in L,e'timing o oling_pnses serious

conc.:el ual problems for examining Macro-level ..fects on Schooling.

Many persons delay or interrupt 'their schooling because of late

starting, failtures, dr leaves of absence. Since not all persons in

a birth cohort take each phase of their schooling in the same year,

cohorts respond to heterogeneous economic and institutional conditions

in akin their school continuation decisions. Cohor grade progrespion

rates, then, may poorly represent grade p/4ogression rates in each

period and grade.progressiqn.rates adjusted for social background are

not meaningful fuActions of period specific macro-level phenomena for

each school transition. Instead, they are weighted averages of
4

macro-level variables where the weights change with the nature and

extent of of age-grade abnormality. To take accodit of this problem, we

-r
40y
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estimate.the-,years wilen persOns take/each year of their schooling,

using OCG information on the inciderwe and tfining of school inter-

rup:tions. From this infoimation we construct period grade progression

o ,

rates; that is,. ratios. of persons a , say, the (ii-1)st level of

schoolpg in year t+1 to persons at the ith level of schooling in year

t, The time-series. of' these ratios- can then be meaningfully related

to series of macro-level independent Variables. When suitably

adjUsted for social background composition; these period rates, rather

than the directly observed c'' rates, ate used in 0.L.
. 3

7. To examine change in g-gAue progression net, of cohort' differences

n social. background composition, we examine effects of social

backgrpund and period on each school transition. We use a logit

specification to estimate the effects because school continuation

ctec,isions. are dichgtomous outcomes. IfPiitis the probability.

that the ith individual in the tth cohoit makes the jth school

transition, and X
ik

is the value on the kth social background

characteristic for the ith individual, the model_ is

.13ijt
loge +Ea. x + (z A wD)

lit
1-p jk ik jt jt

Oa

whercc and
it

are parameters, Constrat, among the k
t
denote

i

differences in the log odds of school continuation among persons

making the jth school transition in different ye"nrs adjusted for

differences in composition on the X
ik.

tiging (1) we estimate the

Adjusted log odds of grade progression as

*
= a. +Ea. X + A.

t J o J. ik , it

n

(2)
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where) the a-
k

and
it

are the -maximum likelihood estimates of the
, x

18

,

n-----

a.
ik j

and X
t
:re spectiveIy

.2.,

With estimates of rgsted log odds of grade progression in liana's...._

. , ,..

.

we assess th'e effect of-societal,-level causes of schooling thanges .

A .
. .

via time-seriesnalysis. Then, if 12.'
imt

is the value of the mth
........

macro -le el variable affecting the Co L !_te for groups

making the jtAPscho61 transition in the tth year, we estiOte macro-

s
level models of the' form

A. = d
o
+ Ed Z. + 6jm imt jtj

-,4

where d. are parametA
i t

-s and'6. is stochastic disturbance. Methods
` ,

1111
R

. *
of estimating (3) depend upon the dynamic properties of the

.
E
jt'

which

may differ over equations. The next section discusses the aggregate

independent variables Z
jmt

4

MAR14T AND INSTITUTIONAL FACTORS: MEASURES AND HYPrHESES

,Following the earlier discussion, we consider three classes of
(

.variables7sffecting grade progression rates: the economic returns to
A

schooling, the costs of schooling, and characteristics of educational

organization.

Eednomic Returns to Schooling

To Isess"the argument that persons take account of the economic

value of chooliRg, as indicIted by the experience of RreVious cohorts,

is diffi tillt given limitations in both theory and data on how persons

9
".
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perceive and interpret /the-value of schooling./ Determining,how persons

use the experiences of earlier cohorts to evaluate schooling presents:

the cl"sical difficulties of reference7grOup thebry-(Merton 1968; Chs.
J

10-11). On the one -hand, it, is plausible that individuals make

.r.

schoolingdecisio*using information about the fortunes'of groups Yho
. ,

,,1;

have Made the deciSions in the recent past. On 'the other hand, as ih all

reference group foxmulatiOns, it is unclear which groups are in fact

the reference groups used by individualsf> We mush, therefore, face

the problem of specifying the intergroup comparisons made by persons

deciding whether to COntinue'in School.

_In,the one previous attempt to examine the effects of economic
42

returns Xo college on attendance, Freeman (1975; 1976) shows that

college enrollments vary directly with the earnings of college graduates

relative to those of all,workers since World War II. Unfortunately,

earnings data specific to education level are unavailable for most of

the period to which our dependent variables pertain, making it unfeasible

to extend straightforwardly Freeman's approach. An alternative way to

measure economic incentives is to eschew direct earnings measurement

inst do'examine the time-series of occupational opportunities of

labor force entrants with varying amounts of schooling. This information

was obtained in the OGG survey which asked'respondents to report their

first full-time civilian job after school completion. To each

ks
individual we assign the, median earnings for his detailed first

occupational title based on th4 1970 Census (U. S* . Bureau of the Census

1473, pp. 368,13. Then we se the joint distribution of first job,

to

A
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. 4

earnings, schooling level, and cohort to model the average starting,

earnings for each cohort at-each level df sChooling.
6

The relationships

between (imputed) earnings-of first occupation A-114 educational attainment

fo'recently preceding cohrts, by =the, arguilenta above, affect the '

'r.

,--

grade progression decisions of persop4,still in school. -7

0% 1 , .---

1.1e-can expreasfthisdermally by letting Y be the earnings
) it .

(tbat is, -the average of the occupational median earnings scores) of

those members of the ith cohort who make the tth school transition;

Y
it

be the earnings of those members of .the ith cohort who make the4.

(t-l)st transition but do not make the tth transition; and A be the
it

Background adjusted log odds of making the tth school transition for

the itg"-cohort. Then

where p,

= F(Y
1 1, .> yl y2 v2

-'zi

(i-p)t' (1-p- )t''''' (i-p-j)t' (i-q)t"'"'ki-q-k)t)\ (4)

q, and k define thohorts qlkse experieA4 c es affect the

decisioVns of the ith cohort. That is the adjusted log Odds of grade
4

progression is a function of the average first occupation earnings for

members of previous coho s who ,made and who did not make the tth school

transition. In practic4, we consider ratios of the Y i1
t

to the Y
it

for

a limited number of cohorts. t'or a single ratio, then, we have

= F(Y
1
/Y

2
) =

2
F(Y

1

it mt nt n+s n
)
t

whei-e s = n - 7. We shall have occasion to refer to (5) in discussing

our findings.

2

(5)
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9

The first occupation-based measures approgimate their itial

.-1,--'',

returns to sch8"eling for the cohorts we consider in our ana y$is.
. ,

. Ar
1The measures,,/however, present, severaf conceptual problems-. , These

)

.

include, first, using firdt-ocCupation-based measures,',when measures
,-.

of the rewards to schoolinelater in life are mot q,appropriate
l'

1

tecond, specifying the cohorts that, persons compar when evaluating. I

1

:the returns to grade progression; and ,third, specifying the educational

groups that they compare.

z
First job earnings are not the -,only signal which individuals use

to determipe the economic rewards of scoling. They may also examine

t-
. the earnings of workers in thelll, prime working ages, job mobility

pattetns, or the relative chances, \of being unemployed of workers with

different educational statuses. Since each of these possibilities may

hold for some individuals in a cohort, grade progression rates' depend

q.-1on a distribution of perceived rewards of schooling, only an element

sr- which is ,captured in our first-job measure.
A.,

This has implications for our analysis. We would like to

sp cify the maximum lag at whici the preVious cohorts can affect

deoisicilis of persons in school. /If first jobs are the most important

basis for perceptionS of the relative value of schooling, then the

'cohOrts that an.ndividual observes in making decisions are probably

only three or f irears older than he since the expe iences of earlier

cohorts poQrly represent 'the future. In termslf (4), j and k would

be a #ost 'three or four and the earliest cohor.ts who affect the

1-
decisions of the ith cohort are ffie (i- p -3)rd or' (i-p-Oth for persons

V

,
/

C- 7
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facing the.tth school tranition. But if first jobs are not an

, important bass forp4rCAption's then it is;klard to,rule,6,ut much-
- .

) . .

# t

large es of
,,,

j and k, We may find no-effpcts of Y
1

and Y
2

on
. . --- t . t., ..

i -
,

2,

it
because they are the wrong'-variables, but more likely 'if reward,s

de-

, .

after first job are more important, their effects will 'appear-through

their association with first job earnings._ us, even though

individuals rely upon their view of the labt7r market during the three

or four years before their decisions, the cohorts whom they look at

may be workers who entered the labor force 19 to 15 years in the

past. Then if first job earnings is correlated with later earnings,

empirical versions. of (4) will show that a cohort is influenced by

the experience of cohorts born, say, 10 to 15 years earlier. If the

range is in fact 10 to 15 years, then p = = 5, q is a number

slightly less than or equal to 10, and k is approximately five,

We may then detect effects of returns on grade progression even when

the first job earnings' of previous cohorts do not directly affect

perceptio of the returns to schooling, But for such effects to

emerge its necessary to estimate (4) for values of p, q, j, and

k which are too Jarge to denote the effects of relative first job

earnings. Because earnings at first and subskrnt jobs are correlated,

the large lags may reflect the effects of returns to schooling realized

later in life.

A second issue is determining the cohorts that the rndividuaauses

to ascertain the relative value of grade progression, We hap discussed s

e.

identifying the lag at,which prpvibus cohort experience affects the

decisions of an individual in mentioning the weakness of first -job-

\e

..
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based measure's wcien later labor force experiencerie more relevant,

It is'a matter to be resolved empirically for each schota transition,
4 f .

Fora glyen between the experience of a previous ,cdhort and the'

/curfea*cohort's continfttion decision, we must also determiue.the

pairs of groups who make and do not make the transitio in question
4

who are compared by cohort _Individuals, may compare members of

the same cohort w complete different amounts of

make intercoho comp sonj between 'persons with

of schooling but--gho enter the labor force at the

schooling; they may

different amounts

same time;or, they

may make comparisons less precise than strictly within-schooling

tbs1

cohorts or withl.a-labor-force-enVy cohorts. Again,' we do not know
4

which comparisons are the most prevalent component of cohorts'

aggregate perceptions. We,use an exploratory strategy to determine

the lags at which previous cohorts' experiences affect the decisions,

of the current cohort by considering alternative formulations and

reporting those that are khe best evidence for economic returns effects

on grade progression. This procedure is discussed in the next section,

1 thr.d pr lem is that we do not know which education groups in

--
preceding orts are cOmpared by individuals in making their grade.

progression decisions. Equation (4) indicates'that at each transition'

persons compare two sets of groups--previous cohort members who made C

the transition and previous cohortmembers ropped out at the

transition. But other comparisons possible, such as beteen'

persons,who make the transition but make no subsequent transitions

.1)

2
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and persons who drop out at the transition. Ip short, cohorts have an

unk wn distribution of aspirations and perceptions of the fortunes of

previous cohorts. Our analysis assumes the typical individual c mpares

persons in previous cohorts who make the transition and perso Who do

not and ignores intracohort differences in foresight, apbition, and

sophistication. We may thereby overlook somel'effects of perceived

returns to schooling on grade progression, but given our ignorance
t

about how cohorts use available information, this is the best their-.

we can do.

To summarize, we assess the argument that individuals appraise the

economic reward tnschooling by observing the first jobs obtained by

persons in previous cohorts who fled the school transition in

A; Auestion. When previous cohort ALembers Who make the transition take

jobs that are well- paying relative to-jobs entered by dropouts, then

the progression rates of cohorts still '4.11 school are relatively high,

When, by contrast, the relative first-job earningS' of previous cohort

members who make the transition are lowep', grade progression rates

of cohorts in school are lower. There are, limitations of the first-

job-based measure of the returns to schooling. It'falliblyr measures

experiences of older workers (which provide better,information on the

value of,schooling) and does not take account off intracohort differences

in perceptions and aspirations.

Since our understanding of the aggregate perceptions.of a cohort's.

value ofqq,chooli is limitedr we approach the data analysis

explordtimel enhancing the possibility of Mistakenly identifying

I s,
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random fluctuations in the data as relative earnings effects. On

balance, however,-if, as some have claimed, the source of educational
.

-,.

'growth in western industrial societies is. h perceived need to

acquire increased schooling to maintain one's relative socioeconoic
-,

17 A
position, then Oe effects of the returns to schooling should show up

despite Tela limitations.

Costs of Schooling

For the cohorts for which we estimate adjusted grade progression

rates data on schooling costs are limited. Below college, the ltlf e.

no'recorded series of dirett schooling costs. For college, there is

a biennial series on aggregate income of institutions of higher

education from student fees (U. S. Bureau of the 'Census 1975, p. 384).

When evaluated relative to higher educational enrollment, this

estimates the costs born by students.
8

If, cohorts respond to the

direct costs of schooling, fees assessed per student shotild negatively

affect the a usted log odds of progression from high stbool graduation
41.

to coil= e attendance.

Though we cannot directly measure schooling costs below college,

We can measure the aggregate capacity of families to meet the costs.

An indicator of fluctuations in aggregate welfare is the national

unemployment rate. When unemployment rates are high, more principal

wage earners are out of work.and families have a harder time meeting
18!"

the costs of. sending their children to school. When low, families,

on average, can more readily hear schooling costs, and if costs affect

school continuation decisions progression rates should increase.
9

I

ry
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The opportunity costs of schooling are potential earnings
4'

Aitopportunities available to dropouts. When opportunities are considerable,

the costs of remaining in school are relatively high and transition

rates should be depressed. When npportunities are scarce, the costs

of schooling are minimized and rates should increase. Ideally, we would
410

indei the opportunity costs of making a school transition with

Unemployment rates for white male youths the same age as persons

making the transition.' For the full period experienced by the cohorts

in our analysis, however, (there are only unemployment estimates

fk the entire civilian labor force. Thus, we use the unemployment

rate for the labor force as a whole. This implies contradictory
a

hypotheses regarding the net effect of unemployment on grade progression.

Since high unemployment enhances the aggregate burden of meeting the

direct costs of schooling, it may depress grade progression. But

when unemployment is high in the total labor force it is high for

school-age youths making persons in school'more inclined to stay th re.

These contradictory implications make it impossible to isolate

partial positive effect of opportunity costs and the negative ef ct of

direct costs on grade progression [though previous research' shows

positive zero-order correlations between fluctuations in unemployment

and in high-school-level progression rates (Duncan 1965a)] . In

appraising the opportunity costs of schooling, however, individuals

may not merely note the stock of available employment opportunities.

More likely, they'expect the future employment situation to resemble

recent labor market trends. If changes in the unemployment rate

are for the worse, students are more likely to remain in school.

J
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s) 1

Cdriversely, net of the unemployment level, decreases in the unemployment

"iitte portend am improved labor market and may reduce grade progression

rates, Thus, while it is hard to specify the direction of the eflect

of unemployment leveiNn grade progression, changes in unemployment

fate's should positively affect progression rates inasmuch as they

signal work possibilites for dropouts,

.Institutional Characteristics

We consider seyeral indicators of school organization including

eleMentary and secondary school expenditures per pupil enrolled,

average annual salary of instructional staff in elementary and

secondary, schools, pupil -to- teacher ratio in elementary schools,

pupil-to-teacher ratio in secondary schools, average number of days

attended per yearer pupil enrolled in elementary and secondary

schools, number of one-teacher public schools, and number of foui-year

collegeb.(U, S, Bureau of the.Census 1975, pp, 369, 373-375, 382 -383),

These 'measures permit us to examine several elementary-,-yet to

date untested--hypotheses, Per pUpil expenditures index resources

allocated, to schooling, High resource levels imply, on average

more diversified curricula and improved psical facilities, These

make school attendance easier and more attractive, thereby increasing

grade progression rates, Teacher salaries should be correlated rith

the quality of instruction since higher remuneration should recruit

more able persons into the teaching profession, On average, the

bette/ the instruction the more students will be able to continue

their schooling, and thus the higher the rates of grade progression,
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Similarlt, the pupil-teachqr ratio should affect progression rates

negatively since smaller classes will, other things being equal; '

imply more intensive instruction and enhanced student. capability and

interest in further schoOlinge

14-
q

Average Aays attended per pupil, should positively

,
i,

-progresSion or
41/4 two reasons: First, it measures the ensiveness of

\

formal schooling and, thus, longer school terms imply Increased
0

student, ability to go on with schooling. Second, it indexes the extent

fect grade

of thettraditional schoolift pattern of seasonally interrupted

attendance in favor of farm ore other 8ild labor. This traditional

pattern socillizedyoung persons early into labor force participation

and facilitated early permanent school withdrawal. Conversely,

lengthy school terms imply a break from tradition, and a decline

in the salience of, competing work opportunities.

The number of one-teacher schools again indicates the strength

of traditional,rural schooling patterns. With the consolidation

of schools come uniform yet diversified curricula, reduced child lal?or

force participation, and a stronger age-graded system of schbc1

organization. All ofthese factors should increase ogression

rates and thus the number of one-teacher schools self shou'n have a

negative effect on grade progression. Finally, the number of four-year

colleges indexes the physical availability of higher education and

should, other things being equal, have a net positive rffect on the

progression rate from high school to college.
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e .

, r . Although suited to4p1Oration Of*determinants df educational\----1
.

growth, ph* school indicators4 an important limitation. The
.

t
are only av biennially and thus for one-half of the cohorts

f
.

. for which sted gradp:progression rates are available. Therefore,
_...1,

includinethese variables reduces observations to at most 23 and
0

/.7
thereby restricts the complexity of the models we consider. But

iiii

they are the best sour eof aggregate historical informapion on
(

school characteristi s 'akin it worthwhile to learn what we can
. , .

/y
.,

from the limited ber of observations.

METHODS OF TIME-SERIES SIS

Since we consider a number,of plausible yet previOusly unexamined

hypotheses, our strategy is exploratory. We have searched the data for

support for the hypotheses outlined above, to find the lag(s)at which

macro-level events affect grade progression, and, in examining the

effects of' the perceived rewards to schooling A grade progression, to
f'

'find the comparisons between previous cohort members with different

amounts of schooling made by a cohort deciding whether to continue, in
o

school.

7 -

Thissectionoutlines the 'methods tjf we use to determine the

regression equations presented.in the next section. .(Further dis-

cussion of the procedures is in the Appendix.) These methods do not

-ensUre plausible specifications or uniqUe, best-fitting models.

Whether we accept the resui. ts of the data search.procedures depends

upon their plausibility. Several secrches of the data may yield

1 (1



different models'which fit the data well and are reasonable. 14?

these in:stances:we report the several models and, where 46itable,t

thLr int&rpretations.

All variables iuyouronalysis, except the.level and change in
.

unemployment rates,.arejstrongly wrrelated with4-linear or-

exponential trend.. Thug*, we express variables as deviations from

.

linear or exponential tretvis.10, Parameter estimates'are equivalent

to those obtainable-by usiv the observed values of the variables

and by including a linear time trend as a variable in he equations....

The coefficients, therefore, denote the effect4),of fluctuations_

- about trends in the independent variables on corresponding fluctuations
36'

in the adjusted log odds of grade. progression.

Our principal tool is the cross correlation function (for example,

Box and Jenkins 1970, Ch. 11). That is, we examine the zero -'tder

co elations between the.adjusted log odds of gradf prod 'ssion one

sp.

independent variables over plausible ranges of lagged values of the

variables. For example, we expect that the unemployment rate affects

progression from 9th grade attendance twhighNchool graduation, but

it is unclear at what year of high school the effect emerges. We use

the cross-correlation function to estimate the correlation between the

adjusted log odds of grade progression and the unemployment rate when

the cohort was f7, 16, 15, aid 14 years old. This suggests the ages

when unemployment has a zero-order effect on graduation and the

. appropriate lagged value(s of the unemployment rate to be used in

an equation including additional independent variables.



-We also, use the cross-correlation .gunction to identify multivariate

relationships between grade progression and its determinants, proceedikg

rom bivariate relationships mto more.complex multiple models.'

In addition, we explore alternative forms of economic returns that may

affect'gradeprogression. We experiment with different lags at which,'

relative earnings affects grade'progression and with different pairs

of groups who makV and do not make a given trans on that may be

compared by cohorts faAng the transition. .The details of these

procedures are in the Appendix. These methods are not a rigorous

search algorithm; rather, we combine a search strategy1 with substantive
A

reasoning to, spedify models more precisely than, o y alone permits.

FINDINGS

This section reports the effects of structural variables on the

log odds of grade progression at four levels of schooling adjusted

for intercohort changes in social background composition.
11

We

describe in sequence the results for the transitions to completion of

8th, from 8th .to 9th, from 9th to 12th, and from 12th to 13th grades.,

For each transition we report first, the relative earnings measure

suggested by the cross-correlation function; second, the effects of

labor market factors--that is, the economic returns and costs of

schooling--; and third, comprehensive equations that incorporate the

effects of both labor market factors and school characteristics.

Wp present fuller discussion of the transition to 8th grade completion

than of the subsequent transitions to provide a point of reference
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for discussing the latter. We also present. additional detail for the

transition from high'school attendance to graduation,in the attempt

to interpret unanticipated findings.

Eigh Grade Completion

-Tht cross-correlatiqn function indicates that the strongest

effects of the first job benefits of grade progression on decisions
1.

whether ,to complete elementary school occur through intercohort

comparisons of completing and noncompleting groups in previous cohorts

born two years apart. Men completing 8th grade are compared to men

two years older who failed to complete 8th grade: The cross-c9ttelation

function also indicates' that these effects occur at a substantial lag.
Vast

The strongest returns effect on the adjusted log odds of 8th grade

competion istPfor tte returns often completingi6th grade 11 years

olde/r than the cohort facing the transition relative to the returns

of men not Ampleting 8th grade born nine years before the cohort

facing the transition. T4se,groups are depicted at the bottom of

Figure 1. [In terms of (5), n is nine and s is two.] Thisis the

returns to schooling measure -used in equations reported below. 12

This for.mulation is not unreasonable 'n li t of our earlier'

discussion. The effect is at a long lag, because persons who complete

8th grade may stay in school a number of years after the transition,

typically,until high school grduation. That the comparison of

graduates and dropquts is between cohorts bon:only two years apart

indicates that, for 8th grade completion, students (or, )ore realistically0
.

, *
their parents) do not compare groups entering the labor force in the
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3.4

I

4110

45 f
Dropouts entering the labor force without-completing 8th,

-grade are more thans.two yeafs younger than the typical labor force
,

:q
,

.

ntrant who has Completed 8th grade. A.two-year seParation between

the a continuers and dropouts implies, therefore, that the

-
former°tend to Ter the labor market after the latter. ThiS sugggsts

A
that the decision to complete 8th grade relies on perceptions of

:rgturns to schooling of workers who ;have-been in the labor force ,for

-several years and that Youths (and their,parents) compare persons

similar in age not allowing for differences in duration ollabor

-I force par*ticipation. NIUS, the effects Of returns to 8th grade completion

eported gelow might be stronger werethey.measuredmature workers

rather lhan fcrce.entrants.

Table 1 reports regression results that include this measureein

equafions showing the effects of the costs and organization of formal 4

/ Schoolihg. Equation 1 includes the effects of levels and changes in

the4?otal labor force unemployment rate as well ag'relative'earnings.

,The estimated effetts support the arguments, pre--SZn,ted above. There'

is a -significant'effect of...fluctuations in relative-earnings on 8th

.grade compietion, implying that a 10 peftent change in, the earnings

ofpreiious cohort members who coTplete 8th grade, relative to those

who do not, induCes\a 5.7 percent change in the adjusted odds of R-ade

. .

.progression. r.\ inceases in unemployment rates, ims1fng worsening
1.

economic conditi ns for labor force entrants, enha ce the chance< of

\
\,.

48th grade completion. One percent changes in the une ployment rates
',.

, :-

when cohortswere aged 6 to 7 and 12 to 13 imply a .6 per change in the
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TABLE 1

REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF 11W LOC ODDS OF EIGHTH GRADE COMPLETION
ADJUSTED FOR SOCIAL BACKCAOUND.GOMPOSITION

410

_,)

1 2

UR
12,

DUR
6

DUR
12

LSAL6

-0.0056
(-1.16)

0.0165
(2.26)

0.0162
(2.05)

-0.0126
(-4.68)

' 0.0097%

(2.59)

0.0230
,(6.38)

0.6773
' (11.21)'

LEXPP,
6

ONER.M6
6 -0.0087

i . (-5.21)

DAPP,k 0.1091
%.

(3.63)

PTR8 -1.0297
(-0.94)

RETURNS 0.57170.5111
(2.33)

Codstant 0.0424 0.0369
(1.11) '(3'.,97)

N 35 20

R
2

0.454 0.941

S.E.E. 0.412 0.018

D.W. 1.71 1.82

3 4

-0.0184 . -0.01874-
(-4.93) (-3.88)

0.0101 0.0081
(2.21) (1.83)

0.0240 0.0237
(8.40) (5.00)

. ,

0.7709
(5.81)

0.5631
'.

(64'49)
IP!

.

70.0042 -0.F095
(-1.97) ( -4.45)

0.0324. 0.0237 ,

(5.11) (3,27) ,

-0.1621 -0.6240
(-0.12) (-0.46)

0.0185
(0.33)

0.0441 0.0510.
.(2.67)(3.92)

5 6

-0,0294 -0.0170 -0.026.9 '

(-3.92) (-3.78) (-4.46)

0.0082
(1.52)

4

0.d218- 0.0236 0.0208
(3.90). (4.12)

'-
(3.29)

0.8826
(6.27);

e.6319 0.7406
6.59) (5.7Q)

-0.0623 -0.0102 (
(0.)17)- (-3.97) ,e(

, 0.0286 0.0244 0..0260
.(3.14) (3.19) ' (3.88)

-0:4526
(-0.28)
-

0:4636 0.1125
(1.61) (0.42) 0..35)

0.0439 0.1146 '.6.2285-
(3.37) ,(2.54) ,0:46.2149:

rs,
20 , 17 17 17 17

0.913 0.933 6.908. '.43.869

0.019 0.023 6.013, -. 0.059 0.06.6: .

2.23 -'2'.23 2.23 2.38 2:23.

T ; -4:

NOTE: illticis of coefficients to their estimated standard errors are -in pareritfieses.'
All variables except UR add DUI:Vara deviations from a't linear time trend. Eq:uations
2 -61 are estimated by a twdastagg procedure to adjilst for serial cofrelation.. Fore
expLanatlon seg _t.ex.t. Independent variables are UR12: unemployment rate when ' ''°

cohort was dge 12; DUR6 and DUR12: change $n unemployment rate between, years when

Cohort was 6 and 7 and was 12 and 13 respectively; LSAL6: natural logarithm of

public elementary and secondary'sChool teachers' average annual salaries in constant
(1967) dollar, when cohort was age 6; LEXPF6: natural logarithm of,annual publiq

elementary and secondary school expenditures per pupil enrolled in cor4ant (1967)'
dollars when cohort vas ago 6; ONERM6: number of one-teacheOpubli.c schools (in

thousands) when cohort was age h; -6APPlot annual average day, attended Pet Pupil
. enrolled in public- elementary and secondary schools when cohorC'Wa's age 10; PTR8:

pupil-Loarher ratio in elementtry ,chool, when cohort -,:-P: we 8; RETURNS: rittural

logarithm of the ratio,,,f e,:tirt.ited first 1,-lb earnings of ;,.-[,:ons completi,w, lith,.,

grade to earnings of persons two years Younger not completing 8th grade.

ti
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adjusted odds of grade progression. Unemployment rate chnage'effects

at the end of elementary school are reasonable inastuch as (these are

J,

'the-ages when employment Opportunities aretTrst,available. That there
,4ffarksj

i
, -,:-

. i is an effect when cohorts begin schooling is lest reasonable since

child labor is vestigial during the childhoods of. Ne cohorts represented%)..z,

V .

in our data.
14

The effect of th9 unemployment.lev61 is negative,
1

;.suggesting that ecodomic hardship ventOamilies frokmeetirig- the
i

costs of keeping their children,in school. But this effedt is small

and the coefficient barely exceeds its standard error.

/-

The remaining equations in Table 1 summarize the effects Of
'V

scho(4 organization indicators on grade!progressibn, first ignoring
7 ,

and then tnIUng account ,of the effects Of relative earnings. Since.

the equations are subject to (negative) first-ordeX7serial correlation
J

1,"

in their, disturbances, they are estimated by Durtiln'sz two-stage

procedure.
15

Note the lag structure of the schooling effects-. Teacher

salaries, expenditures, and one-teacher schOrols affeceSth grade

completion through-their levels when cohorts are'six; days attended

per pupil through its when cohorts are ten; and the pupil '-teacher

ratio throwil its level when cohorts are eight. The lags can 6e

interpreted as follows: School expenditures are, in principle,inVesx,
. J.

merits in educational'facilities andP'ersonnel. High expenditure fevels

when a cohort enters school benefit the cohort throughout its schooling.

Similarly, teachers' salaries regulate the number and quality of new

teachers. High salaries when a cohort starts '-chool need not imply

exceptional teachers in that year, but rather recruitment of better

L' I
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p
=teachers 'over the years as more persons respond to the salary 'levels.

Persons entering school when ther9are many one-teacher public schools

,..(relative to theit long-run downward trend) spend their entire

eleMilintary school career in such'schoqls more o ten than persons

. "entering when there are relatively few, School entry, therefore, may

determine the fraction of a cohort that attends small, rural schools

and experiences their disadvantages,- Days attended per pupil and the

pupil-teacher ratio' affect 8th grade completion later. Since these

are school quality dimensions'whic should have relatively immediatere S°7

impact on attendance, their ii4p''act should be greatest where attritii

is Oeatest. During the elemeqtary years, attrition' is greatest

between 5th a0 7th grade fo ost cohorts born during the First half

of the twentieth yntury (Duncan 1968, p. 640). Days attended per

*44 .pupil and thg pit ilrteacher ratio should exert their effects in response

to their values when a cohort is about to enter 5th .grade. The lags

reflect these effects.

Columns arid 3 report the effects of schooling and the level and

'change in unemployMent in the absence of relative earnings effects.
16

The.school effects -support our conjectures and, de5'pite the small number

ir

of observations, most Parameters are Larger than twice their standard

errors. There are positive of fVoLts ocjeacher salaries and expenditures

pet pupil: a 10 percent ificrele in 1.11ce variahle raHe the odds

of grade progression by-6.8 and 5.6 percent respectively. There

are also :-;ignificant effects of days attended per pupil ( A one day

0,3

.1
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i.ntrea'se induces a 2 to 3 percent increase in the .odds of progression)

J and one-teacher public schools, although the latter is marginally

significant in the equation including expenditutes. Iirthough the

effect,..of the pupil-teacher ratio is in the hypothesized dIcection,

Wits coefficient estimates are insignificant. That the one teacher' -'

schools and pupil-teacher effects are much sAialler in the equation

including general expencktures than in the equation including teacher

salaries is consistent with the meaning of the expenditures measure.

Expenditures per pupil is a _general source, of school quality operating

through numerous channels that include consolidation, the number of

teachers available to students, and teacher salarieS. To a degree,

therefore, the other'School quality indicators are redundant with

general expenditures. 'The e'ffects of the level and change in

unemployment are much stronger when fluctuations in school characteristics

are taken into account. .The level of unemplorent has a strong negative

effect, while the positive effects of unemployment changes persist,

particularly at the en4 of'elementary school.
ti

Now consider schooling, unemployment, and returns effects

situltaneously. We continue to present separate equations for

expenditure and teacher-salary effects. These variables bear

different relationships to other schooling indicators hut, more

important,!their associations with returns to schooling may also .
4

differ. Since teachers ar4 among better - educated workers, fluctuations

1 ,

their earnings, other pings beirig equal, mirror changes in the

relative earnings of Rth grade graduates. relative to elimentary schOol
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dropouts. General expenditures, by contrast, has no obvious direct

link with returns to grade, progression.

Equations 4 and 5 adgment 2 and 3, respectively, with the relative

economic value of 8th grade completion'. In neither instance is the

earnings effect significant. Its coefficient, however, is nearly zero

in tlae equation including teacher salaries, while in the expenditures

equati\n it is almost as.largOas when schooling variables are

excluded. This indicates, then, that the correlation between relative

earnings and teacher salaries is stronger than between relative earnings

.

and general expenditures.
17

Equations.4 and 5 are re estimates of

equations 2 and 3, exclbding variables (other than relative earnings)

with coefficients less than twice their eespedtive standard erro59<

These estimates sustain our inference from thelatter two equations.

To summarize our results for,8th gradeqompletiOn, we find effects

.

of mot of the factors-hypothesized to affect grade,.- progression.

Deterioration of labor market conditions induces positive fluctuations

in background adjusted grade progression, whereas unemployment

level negatively'affects grade progression.: There are also effects ,

of educational Expenditures either general/Or teacher salaries -on

progression rates, part of Stich may operate via the consolidation'

_of schools, and of school attendanCe levels within ihe school year.._

As for the tetprns to sv.hooiing, the evidence is mixed.., There is4

.a positive effect at'a substantial lag but only in the absence of

controls f-o.r-teacher salaries. This may, validate the relative earning.
)

measure inasmuch as teacher salaries are a componeht of the earnings of
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relatively well-educated workers. On the other hand, it suggests con-

siderable unreliability in the earnings measure implying that if

a better estimate of the latter were available it,wOuld show an effect

_ independefit. of teacher' salaries. On balance, there may be an effect

of the relative economic value of 8th grade completion on tet

progression rates of later cohorts, but its importance relative to

that of transitory labor market fluctuations and change in characteristics

of the educational system is not so overwhelming as to be easily

detectable with crude measurement.

4).

High School Attendance Given Elementary Completion

We consider next market and institutional effects on the adjusted

log odds of 9th grade attendance' given 8th grade completion. The

cross-correlation function indicates that the strongest effects of the

relative first fobbenefitsof high school attendance on continuation

decisions is through intercohort comparisons between persons dropping

out after 8th grade and persons attending at least 9th grade who are

born six xears apart. Men attending high school are compared to men

six years younger who complete elementary school but do not attend

high school. The cross-correlation function also indicates that persons

.make this comparisor?7at a lag of six years. That is, men attending

high school who*e12 years older than the cohort facing, the transition

from 8th to 9th grade are compared to 8th grade dropouts who are six.

years older than the cohort facing the transition. These groups are

depicted in Figure 1. (In terms of (5), n, is six and s is six.) We

use this measure of returns to high school attendance in the analysis
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reported below. Although, thft- specifics ons of the relative first

job earnings benefits of grade progres4e e, a priori, equally

plausible to this measure, the latter is not unreasonable. The six

year separation between the continuing and dropout groups in the-

comparison suggests that cohorts (or their parents) resp9nd to the

experiences of groups who enter the, labor force at about the same

time. That the comparison is made at a six year lag makes it

impossible that cohorts base their continuation decisions on their

own perceptions of labor force entrants. Rattir, either parents

reember the experiences of past labor force entrants or sons and/or

parents rely on the experiences of a labor-force7entry 'cohort several
.

. years after entryY. The latter suggests that relative first job

earnings is correlated with subsequen grade progression

because it is also correlated with relative earnings of older workers.

The relative earnings measure may then fallibly indicate the fortunes

of men who have been working for several years.

Table 2.reports estimates of market and institutional effects

on fluctuations in the adjusted log odds of progression from 8th grade

completion to 9th grade attendance., In the first equation, except for

unemployment level, the effects are siu'l.ar in pattern to those for

the correspond,ing equation for 8th grade completion. One percent

fil changesin unemployment rates at ages 12-13, the year leceding the

modal age of transition to 9th grade, induce approximately 1.6 percent

increases in the odds of grade progression. The effect of reldtive

earnings is significant and positive.though the coefficient is less'
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TABLE 2

. REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF THE LOG ODDS OF NINTH CIE ATTENDANCE
GIVEN EIGHTH CRXDE COKPLETION ADJUSTED OR

SOCIAL BACKGROUND COMPOtiITION
a

1 2

11:1112
0.0062
(1.35)

0.0005
(0.13)

DUR 0.0069 0.0034
6

(1 ;91) (0.65)

DUAL
i2

0.0160
(3194)

0.0155
(2.82)

LSAL
6

LEXPP- 0.3951
(2.41)

MEM 0.0027
6

(0.83)

DAPP -0.0013
8

(0.83.)

PTR -1.067
6

(-0.81)

RETURNS-6 0.1651 0.1980
(2.73) .0 ,9 (1.62)

Constant 0.0052 0.0225
74) (2.41)

D.W.

3 4 5

0.0034
(0.95)

0.0047
(0.88)

0.0131
(2.42)

0.4253
(2.16)

-0.0020
(-(1)72)

-0.0027
(-0.32)

-2.193
(-1.74)

0.1770
(1.41)

-0.0042
(-0.13)

32 17 17

0.523 0.838 0.824

0.038 0.051 0.054

2.04 2.68 2.43

0.0149
(3.75)

0.3973
(5.30)

0.0168
(3.73)

0.5330
(4.41)

-1.2611 -1.1549
'(-1.35) (-1.10)

)0.1842 0.2209
(2.03) (4.41)

0.0240 0.0150
(2.13) (1.18)

17

0.809

0.046

2.50

,17

0.756

0.051

1:75

NOTE: Ratios of coefficients to their estimated standard errors
are in parentheses' All variables except UR and DUR are deviations'
from a linear time trend. Independent variables are: U1112:

'unemployment rate when cohort was age 12; DUR6 and DUR12: change

in unemployment rate between years when cohort was 6 and 7 and was/
12 and 13 respectively; LSAL natural logarithm of public

1 6'

elementary and secondary school teachers' average annual salaries
in constant (1967) dollars when cohort was age 6; LEXPP6: natural

logarithm of annual public elementary and.seconday school expend
Ituces per enrolled in constant (1967) dollars when cohort
was ag5 6; ON M6: number of one-teacher public schools (in

0. seiands) when cohort was age 6; DAPP8: annual average, days

pled per pupil enrolled in public elementary and secondary
iols when cohort was age fr; PTA

6
pupil-teacher ratio in

..kimentrry schools when cohort was age 6; RETURNS: natural log-
arithm of the ratio -of ostimat:2t1 first jolivarnings of persons
attending 9th grade to earnings of 8th grade dropvts who are
sis years Younger.

9i
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thalfone-third of its size in the equation for 8th grade completion.

The small unemployment rate effect suggests no effect of aggregate,

economic fluctuations on families' willingness to meet the costs of
-7 -

enabling their children to make this transition.

The remaining equations estimated from biennial observations

take account of opportunity cost, returns, and educational organizational

effects on grade progression. The lag structure of the schooling

effects is similar to that for the transition to 8th grade completion

implying that the same organizational mechanisms regulate the 8th

to 9th grade transition rate and the 8th grade completion rate.

Educational expenditures and teacher salaries are indexedfiy\their values

when the cohort facing the transition to 9th grade is early in its

Aor

elementary school career, reflecting that expenditure and salary levels

determine school conditions over a period of years. Experimentation

with alternative specifications indicates that the strongest effects

of days attended per pupiland the pupil-teacher ratio are through the

vallUes of the Se variables when the c hort is aged eigh and six years

respectively. We suggested that these variables should affect grade

progression with relatively short lags and, given that the transition

to 9th grad occurs atPabout age 13, we would not expect thato have

strong effects at ag s so early es six or eight. As the equtiOn-s show,

the effects are negligible for days attended and marginkly significant

pupil-teacher ratio. Equations 2 through 5 show strong effects

of teacher salaries and educational expenditures. The effects of .

both of these variables indicate-that a 10.peycent increase in salaries
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4.!1or expenditures implies a 4 percent increa, in the odds of grade

eo

progression.
18

Other school variables, howe. r, have negligible effects..

To summarize, we find effects of changes in the opportunity costs

of schooling, as indicated by unemployment rate changes, of the relative

earningspf,previous cohorts of high school attenders and 8th grate

dropouts, and of some school quality indicators on\,the adjusted log

odds of progression from 8th to 9th grade. In contrast to 8th grade

completion, however, there is no negative unemployment rate effect,

suggesting that transitory fluctuations in the ability to support

children's school attendance have little aggregate effect at this

transition. We also find no one-teacher public school effect, suggesting

that while the consolidation of elementary schools contributed tApp,/

near uupersal elementary school graduationNjad little effect on

high school attendance rates of elementary' graduates.

High School Graduation Given Ninth Grade Attendance

The cross-correlation function indicates that insofar

facing the transition from high school attendance to gi

account of the relative earnings of graduates and dropout prc

cohorts, they do so through an intercohort comparison of groups born

one year apart. High school graduates' are compared to dropouts bon6

one_year later. The cross-corrjOtion function also shows that cohorts

make these comparisons using the experience of cohorts who were in high

school only a few years before them. The strongest rentive earnings

effect on high school graduation is through coitl arison between the

earnings of high school graduates five years older add high school
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dropouts four years older than persons making the comparison. These

groups are depicted lin Figure 1. (In terms of (5), n = 4 and s =

In addition, there is a smaller effect of a comparison between the

earnings- of high school graduates three years older thank the cohort

making the comparisOn and dropouts two years older than the cohort

making the comparison. (That is, n =2 and s = 1.) We use these two
4

ratios in the analysis reported below.

That the comparisons between dropouts and graduates are for recent

cohorts suggests that for this transition students are more inclined

to evaluate the first job experiences of recent labor force entrants

than at earlier transitions where the data suggest that they compare

,groups of mature workers. That the tomparisons are between groups

.born only a year apart, however, makes it unlikely that cohorts make'

comparisons within cohorts bflabor force entrants. Since many

dropouts leave before 11th grade compi ...ion and many higi, school

aduates go to college, the comparisonsiimplied by the relative
/I

earnings measure suggest that the dropouts used in a given comparison

enter the labor force before the high school graduates to whom they

are compared.

Table 3 reports market and institutional effects on fluctuations

in progression to high school graduation. Compared to the earlier

transitions, the relative earnings effects are much larger. Equation

1Vhows that a 10 percent change in the earnings of high school

graduates relati.;;e to dropouts for gro'ups horn five and four years,
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TABLE 3

REGRESSION ANALYSIS 01 THE LOG ODDS OF HIGH ;3Ul1NE. GR.1DUATI ON
GIVEN NINTH rBADE ATTENDANCE AD.ILISTE14' FJA,,

SOCIAL BACKGROUND COMPOSITION

2 3 5

UR
16

DUR16

LEXP P
10

LSAL
13

()NEM
16

DAPP
16

PTR16

RETURNS
-2

RETURNS-4

Constant

N

R
2

S.E.E.

D.W.

0.0001
(0.05)

0.0021
(0.37)

0.3553
(1.60)

0.7300
(3.15)

0.0128
(0.55)

#1

0.277

0.082

1.78

-0.0100

(-1.94)

-0.0106

(-1.14)

0.2874

(1.62)

-0.0002
(-0.06)

0.0441

(3.08)

-0.5247
(-0.23)

0:2933
(0.99)

0.1818
(0.48)

0.0357
(1.07)

20

0.691

0.061

1.71

-0.0072
(-1.69)

-0.0052
(-0.63)

0 ;4036

(1.69)

-0.0029
(-0.74)

0.0371
(2.86)

0.4012
(0.19)

0.2807
(0.90

0.2571
(0.70)

0.0240
(0.81)

20

0.696

0.061

1.71

0.00
(0.6 )

-0.0967
(-0.65)

0.4980
(1.66)

0.7633
(2.27)

-0.0579
(-0.162)

20

0.362

0.075

2.14

-0.0082
(-1.83)

0.1985

(1.39)

0.0439

(3.38)

0.2648
(1.10)

0.2003
(0.65)

0.0241

(0.84)

20

b.649

0.058

1.62

NOTE.: Ratios of coo f ici.ents ti their est in.tect xt andard err '

in pdren t hese,: . All vdr able, except UR and 0t111 dre Sev 1 t iOns lien
d linear time t rend. Independent variables ;Ire : URI,, !ineriip 1 ovrten t

rate when cohort wan 16; DUR In: change In !inerriployment rate./hetween

vedr!, when cohort wa, 16 and 17; LSAL.in: ndt !Ira 1 logarithm of 1,11,11c
lemons: ry and !econddrv.. 5411301 teacher average annual le, In

COW( (.01( ( 1967) do 1 Id, when cohort was ago 10; 1.1.XPP :I

Hgd r i hm of .lamas pith 1 ic e lemon( ity dn.) ,ecoilddry helloo1 expen 1-
i rnre nor Tiny! I 1 enrol,' in ((11.:t. Int ( 1967) do 1 I. its when cohort

1:1; !)NrR,11 num!,er or one-teacher pith r (in t

:d161::1 whirr wan Igo 16; hAPPI, -.mud 1 avi.r,lge .lavh
!! (ended per nnpi 1 nro1 rod In (My I, 01((nInIll Iry And ,:econddry
hchoo1: 46,n ,!1.o!! ,d, 1h; 'TR pw11-toachor .1? to in

hecoLiddr hchool., ',hen olh rt do! 16; RE IR"C'.T; : n It it I

of t r.it !it Imate,1 ibis !oh e .1,11 i el
12l6 vrada t, the eacnin4h°of hlv.6

who Ire urie vii it
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respectively, before persons facing the trahg.tion implies a 7 percent
'

change in the odds of graduation.\ The r,-lative ea ngs coefficient

'for Igroups born two and three years prior to persons facing the

I

transition s, smaller but still substantial.

Surprisingly, Equation 1 shows no effect of either the level or

change,in unemployment on high school compaetion,, Thls'contrasts with

previous findings that fluctuations in grade prekgression vary directly

with fluctuat linemploymert- (ftor e
\

xample, Duncan 1965a). We

have no explanation for t14- 1erences in statistical

des4 betwee: udy u. , iitay ,ant for the differences

between, it findings and those of others, but we'have been unable (in

analysis not reported here) to determine Which, if any, of our methods

is responsible fo;1 the findings.
19

On the other hand that we find

clear positive effects of change in unemployment rates on progression

to 8th gradg completion, from 8th to 9th grade, and from high school
0

6-
to college (see below), suggests that were there similar dffects on

high school graduation, we would identify them.

Equations 2 and 3 reportt market and schooling effects on graduation.

The lags at which the Several schooling variables are specified to

affect grade progression are largely justifiable by arguments presented

for the earlier school transitiop (We date the number of one-teacherO

public '-ichools with respect to when the cohort was 16 years old, but

it has no detectable effect on graduation irrespective of the lag at

which it is indexed.) Equations 2 and 3 summarize the net effects of

all of the independent variables. They show that fluctuations in the
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log odds'of high school graduatioreftepend on a smaik subset of these

variables. There isa'strong effect of dayS attended per

pupil on grade progressi41: a 10 day increase in average days attended

implies about a 4 percent increase in the adjusted odds of high school

graduation. Notably, the,level of unemployment has a negative effe4ct

c

not present in Equation 1. /Salaries and expenditures have marginally

significant coefficients similar in size to those observed for the

transition from 8th to 9th grade. Beyond these variables--the
%

unemployment rate, days attended per pupil, and salaries '(or expenditures)--
W

all others have negligible effecrs.

These findings raise two questions: first, why does a negative

unemployment effect emerge in the presenge of schooling indicato4s;

and second, why do the relatiye earnings effects disappear? Equations

2 and 3 may imply that Equation 1 is misspecified. Alternatively,

they may suggest mechanisms through which unemployment and relative

earnings affect grade prdgression. That days attended per pupil

strongl affects grade progression suggests that high school attendance

levels w thin a year may be means through which other more remote

causes of grade progression are transmitted.

Both the level of unemployment and relative earnings may positively

affect average attendance within a school year. When unemployment is

-high, a source of absence from school--namely part-tithe employment- -

is scarce. In additioastUdents will e less 14,kely to take time

off from school to look for employment. Thus, the opportunity costs
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of schooling within a school year will be led just es, the opportunity

costs of a school yeir as a whole will be low. the unemployment rate,
9

therefore, will positive*y,affect annual school attendance. 'A siwilar

process may regulate the effects of returns tci schooling on grade

progression. The higher the perceiveA dlalue of high schoolgraduation,

the greater the incentive to attend regularly within,a year. Regular)

attendance is required for academic success. In additi66, t-time

work'aippeals less to persons aspiring to at least a high school degr e.

But whatever the mechanism there may belpositive effects of the p rceived,

relative earnings of high school graduation on attendanceXithin as well

as across school years.

To investigate this we examine first the effecty of unemployment

and relative earnings in equations both taking and not taking aCcount

of the..average atte dance effect, and then the effects of unemployment

and relative earnings on average daily attendance. 20
Eque ions 4 and

5 of Table 3 at estimates of expenditures, unemployment and relative

earnings effects on graduation, with and without control for days

attended. When days attended is exctuded from the equation, the

unemployment effects are negligible as they were in Equation 1, while

re14tive earnings effects are large. When days ,attendect is included,

relative earnings effects are reduced and a negative unemployment

ect evrges. This pqir of equations suggests that unemployment
11$ .

a d relative 'earnings affect day attended per pupil. To provide better

eviden e that they determine atte.Nence levels, however, it is useful

to considA other determinants of average daily attendance per pupil.
f

4-
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Attendance responds not only to economic incentives to stay in school, .

-
. ,4

but also to legal attendance requirements. Fluctuations in daily

attendance, then, 4epend',on fluctuations in the average official school

term. To assess the effects of relative. earnings and unemployment on

days attended, we also consider the effect of the average length of

schdol t m as reported in U. S. Bureatiof the 'Census (1975, p. 375).

The estimated equation based on biennfal observations is as follows:
/a-

V
DAPP = -0.7630 + 0.91 6L + 0.2083U + 8

(-1.38) (2.91) , (3.63) (1.57)

= 20; R
2

= 0.600; S.E.O.. = 1.18; D.W. = 1.90)

where DAPPdenotes days'attended per pupil enrolled, L the average

/

length of school term, U top/ unemployment rate', and R_4 the

//
earnings of high school graduates born five years before rel ive t6

high school dropouts born Your years before; all variables Ire

deviations from linear trends; and the patios of coefficients t o,their

standard errors are in parpntheses. Equation (6) shows positive effects

(6)

of both' official average school year length and unemployment on attend-

ance and a marginally significant relative earnings effect on atlendance.

That effects of unemployment and relative earnings on attendance are

detectable even when the length of school 'year 4s taken into account

suggests the business cycle and the returns to schooling may determine

attendance levels within a school year. The regression results in

Table 3, hereforqp suggest that unemployment and relative earnings

r
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effects on high school graduation arii transmitted through attendance within

the scheol year.

To summarize, the effects of relative earnings in recent cohorts on

high school graduation are larget than for earlier school transitions:

Reduced form effects of levels and changes in unemployment on grade

prOgressiorr, how5ye , are negligible. We finds modest effects of educational'

expenditurs and te cher salaries; large effects of school days attended

per pupil, and lit le effect for the'remainitirschooling variables%

Taking account of the effect of average daily attendance attenuates the

,relative earnings effect and reveals a negative unemployment effect. .The!

relationships among,days attended per pupil, relgtive earnings, and

-.unemployment suggest that attendanceithin a school year responds to
.

both short=run employment changes and to the anticipated long run value

of schooling.

%

College Attendance ,Given High School Graduation

The cross-correlation function shows that individuals compare the.

elErdings of college students to those of high school graduates not

attending college who were born'four years later.2
1

It also indicates

that cohorts compare high school graduates (who do not attend college)

born between four and six years earlier to college students born between

eight and 10 years earlier. This is graphed in Figure 1. (In terms of

(5), s is four and n ranges from four to six.) This specification is

highly reasonable. The four-year separation between the college

attending and non-attending groups implies that high school graduates

comparisiNas within cohorts of labor force entrants; that is, they



compare the earnings of college graduates to those of persons with only' .

a high school degree. This seems a rational. comparison upon which to '
*

evaluate college attendance. That persons compare groups foUr to 10 .

years older than them, lioweversuggpsts that they do lot4focus on the

first job returns to allege, but rather the,experiences of men who

have been working several years. Once again, then, relative first-job

earnings fallibly measure comparisons between groups of experienced
)

workers, that-ar4g./more pertinent to school continuation decisions.

Equations 1 an& 247CANTable 4 report the effects of the. same set

f variables estimated by alternative methods, ation 1 is.estimated

by OLS and Equation 2 by Durbin's two-step procedure'. The Durbin-Watson.

statistic for Equation 1 indicates! positive serial correlation suggesting

that Equation 2 is pogslbly tbe'preferale specification.
22

11POth-

equations show effects of the relative earnings of previous cohorts mit-

the decision to attend college. The unemployment effects'in the two

equations, however, differ considerably. iquation 1 suggests that fewer

persOns can afford college during recessions, but labor market deterioration

redvces alternatives to further schooling for high school graduates and

drives up continuation rates. In Equation 2, however, both unemployment

effects are negligible. Although the t-statistics for Equation 1 are

invalid, we are m'c7i°*4.0ined to believe the parame \er estimates of

that equation than those in Equation 2. Inclusion of additional variables

4te

does not materially alter the coefficient estimates for the level

and change in unemployment given in Equation 1 while it eliminates

most of the serial correlation, suggesting that the unemployment

4

r,"
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TABLES. 4

REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF THE LOG ODDS OF COLLEGE ATTENDANCE
GIVEN 'up( SCHOOL GRADUATION ADJUSTED FOR

50CIAL.OACKCROVND COMPOSITION,

2 3 4 5

UR
18

DUR
17,

LEXPP
12

LSAL
12

ONERH
16

DAPP
16

r. .

PTR16

LCOSTPP
18,

COLLEGES
18

RETURNS-4

RETURNS
-5

RETURNS,_6

Constaot

-0.0049 -0.00p8 - 0.0071
(-2.42) (-0.27) (-1.47)

-0.0074 -0.0064 .-0.0053
(-1.38) (.-.3.55)9 (-3.81)

0.0107 0.0042 0.0117 0.0122 0.0228 0.01
(2.58) (1.18) (1.74) (1.63 (5.06) (3.

0.1162

(1.35)

0.1304

0.1583
(1.37)

0.3828
(1.87)

0.3318
(3.34)

:'0.1305
(1.20)

0.0017 0.0059
(0.41) (1.77)

0.0034 0.0016 0.0151 0.0140
(0.44) (0.19) (3.35) (1.86)

-1.9812 -3.1534
(-1.09) X-1.70).

-0.1270 -0.0429 -0.1890 "--"1-0.15)3
(-1.01) (-0.37) (-4.66) (-2-46)

-0.4113
(-009)

0.2497
.27)

-0.7088
( -0.98)

0.3472
(1.59)

0.3285 0.2766 (1.4907 0.4149 0.6144 0.5382
(3.37) (3.93) (3.47) (2.82) .(5.72) (3-81).

0.1036
(1.31)

0.0421
(3.20)

(2.09)

0.1441
(2.48)

0.0090
(1.13)

0.1760
(1.25)

0.0540
(1.70)

0.1397
,L (0.89)

0.0608 0.0386
-(1.75) (3.03)

0.0318
(1.86)

N 34 33 17 17 18 ' 18

0.399 0.421 0.908 0.886 0.863 0.:756
,,,,

S.E.E. 0.032 0.024' 0.020 0.022 0.022 0.030

D.W. 0.75 1.28 1.64 1.90 2.62 1.91

NOTE, Ratios of coefficients to their estimated standard errors are i

parentheses. All variables except UR18 and DUR17 are deviations from a

Linear-. time trend. Equation 2 is estimated by a two-stage procedure to
adjust for serial correlation. For explanation, see text. Independent
yrjahle, are:'0R18: unemployment rate when cohort was age 18; DUR17:

,' Lhango in unemployment rate between years cohort was 17 and 18; I.SA

natural logarithm of public elementary And ,econdary ,Tchn,1 teachers'
average Ann ual :.tlarfea Sit ronst.tnt ( 1967) clo I 1.1r, when ci,huft was $1, 12:
1.EXPP natural logarithm pf Annual pith I is elementary And s.cond.1ry

12
.,ch..)n expond t tire, in Coil, tuts (1461) 1101.1.1r; when cohort wise Age 12:

)!iF.R`1
16

numb:( ,one IC her public schools ,1 I when rohnrt

wa 16; pAppl,); .11,11,11 averago dd.., attended per pupil enrolled

in pnblic elomenrary And ,cond,r ,bools ,hen ohoft,a, age 16. prR16,

ratio In ,econdary .plipok when c,hnrt age 16. 1.ilbrPri:

1;!nrd Ingarichm of student fec, colle.-ced re,ldent ,tuJont in coir:t in

(LH, dollar -1 for.in,titothm-. highur odiwItion when ,,,dp,rt was 'age 13;

RETnRN', : natural logarithm of the ratio of o,tlmared tint inb earnings of
0,r, ,nq Attending 1.1th grAde to cArnib 4, per,ouq completing e ,'t1s. 12

11 ,



coefficient estimates in Equation 2 are an artifact of the Durbin

pro4dure;

The remaining equations, show schooling as well as unemployment

dnd relative earnings effects on college attendance. They include

secondary school characteristics which may affect the ability and desire

toof high school graduates to attend college, as well as the number of

four-year colleges and the income from student fees ptr student in

'residen6e. Of these latter two measures we use the first to see if the

physical accessibility of college affects attendance rates, and the

second to see if(high school graduates respond to the direct costs of

coilegain deciding whether to attend. The* measures are indexed by

their values when the cohort facing the transition between high sOwol

and college was approximately 18 years old.

Equation's 3 and 4 contain all of the in ependent variables. The

small t-statistics Combitied with large coefficients of determination

indicate that these specifications overfit the data. Nonetheless, the

equations highlight strong effects. A ID percent increase in the earnings

of cohorts born nine years prior to the cohort facing the transition,

rel Itive to high school geaduates not attending college born five years

prior to the cohort facing the t ansition, implies between a 4 and 5

percent increase in the odds of making the transition. Equations 3 and

4 also show negative ffects of e unemployment level and positive

effe is of unemployment change, tho the coefficients are insignificant

i2y,,,eonventional criteria. Finally, while teacher salaries and expenditures

per pupil effects are both large enough to merit interpretation, the
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teacher salary coefficient 'exceeds thelexpenditures coefficient by more
la

than fqy any earlier school transition. This suggests that teacher

quality may be more important than the general benefits of expenditure

levels in .A.silitating the transition4to college. It is necessary,

'however; to :compare these effects in more parsimonious specifications.

Exploration of the data suggested that the variables included in

EquationS 5 and,6 have persistent effec s on grade progression over

,
a broad range 'of specifications while the excluded variables did not.,

We found 'nck signifi nt effects of one-teacher public schools, the
1 ,,)

pupil- teacher ratio; the number of colleges, or the'relative earningS

measure at la s of 'four and six years (Mare 1977i). These variables are

1,Lexcluded from e remaining equations.
1

iquations 5 and 6 reaffirm the positive effectsOf changes in

unemployment, re urnsurns to college attendance, and teacher salaries on

the adjusted lo odds of progression to college shown in previous

equations. They also reveal an effect of fluctuations in the cost of

higher education. The.equation including teacher salaries indicates

that a 10 percent increment in fees per pupil induces approximately a

2 percent decrement in the odds of continuation. There is also

positive effect of average daily attendance per pupil withinthe high

school year, though the effect is less ran one half that observed for

the transition from high school attendance t graduation. Finally,

Equations 5 and 6ttaken together show that teacher salaries have a much

stronger effect on college attendance than expenditures per pupil. The

former variable explains 10 percent, more of the variance in the adted
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log odds of attendance than the latter.

To summarize, earningS'of college attenders relative to non-attend

in previoU's cohorts. affect continuation decisions.. In addition, high

school graduates respond to both the directand opportunity costs of college,

icOur results also support the conjecture that school quality positively

affects progression to college. Cohorts spending more days in school

during high school and attending high school follwing periods of

high'teacher salaries k have significantly'higher transition rates. On

the other hand, as for the transition from 8th to 9th and 9th to 12th

grades, there is little effect of the number of rural one-teacher

_schools on grade progression rates,. most likely reflecting that such

schools are mainly elementary chools for most of the era represented

. by our dale. _Finally, we find no im t of the number of four-year

cost -seco44.2.4yeinstitutions on college attendance. It is beyond this

analysis-tojOiStigate the'prOi4jeration of institutions, but the

concomitant growth of four-year institutions and school completion

rates an4 the negative finding in our analysis suggeit that institutional

growth responded to rather than fostered increased college attendance.

CONCLUSION
A

441, This analysis is exploratory and based on limited data. Nonetheless,

we have isolated t he effects of most of the market and institutional

factors suggested as possible determinants of educational growth. Grade

progression rates appear to #espond tp change in the labor market value
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of schooling. This holds, moreover, for not only the college level

where we, are accustomed to thinking of 'School attendance as partially

an economic decision, but also earlier school transitions. As intuit16,

leacW one to expect, the perceived benefit to schooling has weaker and

less pervasive effects at pre-college transitions, but they'are
% I

detectable nonetheless. The analysis, therefore,' broadly supports the

view that educational growth in twentieth-centUry America is a function

of persistent market advantages to better educated workers.

The relative earnings of pft ns w th different amounts of /schooling -

is, however, only one among m4ny st uctural sources of change in

'attainment levels. At all schooling levels students respond to'short-term

apctuations in the direct and/or opportunity costs of schooling. Cost-
.,

*sponsiveness generally increaSe4 with schooling level, again suggesting

r
that monetary consideratiOnS become. more salient as work opportunities

become available in the teenage years. .There are also'strong effects of

several dimensions'of school"nuality on grade progression. School

'expenditures, teacher salaries, and within-year school attendance all

affect progression at most schooling levels, suggesting that growth in

the resource lqvels and the ihtensity of schooling have determined

educational growth. The pervasiveness and strength of these institutional

effects generally decline over levels of schooling, showing that the

influence of school charkicteristics is later s

4!
external to the schooling process.

anted by influences

That we detect the effects of schooj, conditions on grade progression\

F
is perhaps puzzling given prior research which shows no school effects on
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-achievement. Difference's in design between this, study and (Allays-

preclude clear explanation.qf these differences in results. A possible

interpretation, however, is that we examine schooling over a period

during which hhere are enormous changes in resources allocated tO.schools.

Variation over the first half of the twentieth century in resource levels

.,,

of schools is much greater. than typically observed in previous cross-

.',.-.

sectional studies. Given sufficient variability in school environments,,

,school,charact, istics may induce variation in educational outcomes;X %

whereas given(limifed cross -sec vlriation in schools, their impact
N ,

may appear negligible. But further analysis, taking account of the.

methodological differences between the present and previous Studies,

should critically examine this conjecture.

In sum, then, we cAn make several broad conclusions. First, the

pattern of institutional and market effects accords with, our intuition

about he differential impa t of educational and economic institutions
alk

fc

at v rious life cycle stages: the effects of educational organization

decline and the effects of the returns and costs of schooling increase

from the early to the later stages of schooling. Second, while there

is support for Boudon's argent that persistent economic adtantages to,
. ,

well-educated workers have driven educational growth, these effects ire

not so crucial as to dominate our data. So far as we can tell, students

(and their families) respond to their perceptions of the labor market,

h.

but this is Only one among many factors in their decision-making. Finally,

the changing characteristics ifItchool systems induce changes in students'

attendance in contrast to what most cross-sectional evidence on schooling
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would.4.ead one,to expect: From the standpoints of both an historical

understand of educational growth and forecasting future attendance

of
7

levels, therefore, ot only the demOgraphic profiles of students andtherefore,

the labor markets they face but also the structural charadtetistics of

the institutions, they attend need to be taken into account.

.:Ftturerese#rch on these p ;oblems is in order. Analyses parallel

'-to the present- one r the black and female populations naturally are

desirable, though they are limited by the lack of large data sets on the
-----

schooling and the family backgrounds of they roues. _With the present

datl;one can canside mote parsimonious specifications by pooling the

time series acr4,oss chool transitions and constraining some market and

institutional effects to be equal across transitions The resultant

increased degrees of freedom can be exploited to search for possible AP,

temporal'variation in the ppcesses elucidated here. The present analysis

assumes constant effects of the independent variables over all cohorts,'

but the, effects max differ between periods when grade progression rates

are low and when they are high. For example when high school'graduation

rates are lower than they are for more recent cohorts, the economic value

of schooling mayfhave a stronger effect than in recent periods-when

graduation ithe norm. Similar changes in effects as a resul of cartgleFL-

k
inment norms may also occur for other market and institutioriaffactors.

Market and institut(Onal effects can be further ,studied by spatially

disaggregating chooling ktrends to the state of city levX using census

school attainmentattainmentddfa ancqOffice of Education data on school systems.

ft is possible, therefore),Jto further expl8it the richness of extant
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schooling data to corroborate the findings reported here and-to-Ocamine

the effects of legal statutes relating to school attendance and child

labor.

The study of educational'change can benefit from several theoretical

1

developments. The analysis of economic returns effects on grade progression

is hampered,by the absence of theory about how individ6als use information

on experiences of previous cohorts to make their school continuation

decisions. Formal models of how perceptions of relevant labor force
(

reference groups are determined and distriMited within cohort's would__

mitigate the need for data exploration. Moreover, they would benefit

the study of other'phenomena such as relative income effects on aggregate

fertility fluctuations, political sentiments, or subjective well-being,

inasmuch' as they have isomorphic formal problems of identifying reference

grops for relative welfare measurement.
r

The study of edUcational,rOwth could also befit from abstract

models of the mechanisms responsible or shiftt inrgrade progressidn.

The present analysis unearths a con2ejof determinants of change

in continuation

to explain the

ates. But save for general arguments, we lack theory

indings.-The process of _School attendance decision-
.

making is complex. Individuals respond to relatively long-run returns
)

cc

as well as.the short-run costsCzr schobliT and they are sensitive to

the constraints of the resource levels of the institutions they attend.

How attendance is determined by the combination of\ incentive and

constraint, and how these influences are aggregated iftto observed

continuation rates are unsolved problems.

4. trr
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APPENDIX: USING THE CROSS-CORRELATION FUNCTION

We use the cross-correlation function (1)--eo identify the lags at,

which independent variables affect'grade progression rates; (2) to

identify mult,kvariate relatiorrips between grade progression arid its
'

aggregate deterdlinants; and 0, to dentify the form of the relative

economic benefits to grade 'progr sion'that affect grade progressJoh.

The first of: these, problems is discussed in the text. Inthis appendiS

divuss our "pods for the second and third of these problems.

Additional discussion is given in Mare (1977a).,

To identify multivariate equations relating grade pro gresoiold
-.4.3.......--,

its determinants,.welexamine in serence the cross - correlations betwee0

the adjusted log odds of grade progression and potential independentr--
v

variables over the range of plausible lags of those variables. Then We

estimate the tero order regression\of grade progression on one of. the

independent variables shown by the cross-correlation function to have ®.
, .

a paicularly strong effect. We take the residuals fro this equatio0

and examine their cross-correlations' with the independent variables.

Since the residuals are othogonal to the firl independent variable

included in the regression equations, large cross correlations between

the residuals and certain independent v&iables indicate that some of

those variables will improve the fit of the original regression equation ,

if included along with the initial independent variable. We proceed

sequentially, estimatidg successively more complex regression'equation0,

taking the residuals and examining their cross-cotrelations with the

independent variables. Eventually, the cross correlations between the**.

ti
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residuals of the estimated equations and the' independent variables

are small, indicating that the effect's of additional independent

variables would, in the present equation, be minor and that their

potential contribution to the overall fit of the eqilation is trivial.

)We also use the-loss-correlation function to Search, for the

appropriate specIfication'of the economic returns to schooling measure.

In estimating (4), it is necessary to,identify,which previous cohorts

affect the school continuation decisions of persons still in school.

In comparing persons making the transielen in question in previous years

to persons not making the transition, persons may make

intracohort comparisons between groups who enter the labor market atc>

different times, intercohort comparisons between groups entering the

labor market at the same time, or a combination_of'intercohortend

intracohort comporlsons. To explore these possibilities, for the tth

school transition we formed ratios of the form
1 '''set-

1
(Yn+p/

t,

where Y denotes the average first job earnings score of membersNitn
n+p

dor

the (n th cohort who make the transition, Y
n

denotes the score of
2

members of the nth cohort who did not make the transition, and p > 0.

Then we examine the cross-correlation function between the adjusted

log odds of grade progression and the natural logaritjam of these ratios

for selected values of f. That is, we estimate the cross-correlation

function for each value of p where p = 0, 1 P, and P denotes the. .

iaximum difference in ages between cohorts making the transition and
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those not making thg,Uansition. or example; in iher transitikbetween

high school graduatigkand college attendance, a realistic value of p

is four since in labor-force-entry cohorts college graduates are typically

411P
four-years older than persons who completed high school but did not attend

college.

°
When we use the cross-correlation function to examine the-relationship

between grade p gressi4 and a variety oE estimates of the-relative

returns to grade ogressfon in previous cohorts, the search procedure

is two-dimension 1. Fir6t, it searches fdr the age difference between

,

the cohorts making and failing to make "A transition which maximizes the

correlation between the,log odds of grade progression and relattte returns

measure. And'second, for a given age difference, it searches for the

appropriate lag(s) at which the-relative retens measure, defined by

the age difference, affects the grade progression rate of persons still

in school. Withirthe first-job returns to school measure in han4, it

can be inc-rporated into the gl ntial search prOtedure for developing

regression equations predicting grade progression rate

6'7:1
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2
Both the medi n and th/-75th percentile of the state minimum

' - L

's i .

c mpulsor; school ttendance age was 16 years for the period-when persons
..)

.

born uring the fi st half of fhelt e eth century attended, school. The

was 15 years up to 1918_and 16 years thereafter (U.S.

g.2 Office of Education 1951, p. 14; 1966, p.'3).

3Thtie period rates compare favorably to period rates independently

derived from Office of Educators school enrollment iata, validating our

methods of adjusting the data for age-grade abnormality. For full

discussion of age-grade abnormality, our adjustments, and analysis

validating the adjustments, Mare (1977a, Chi. 4). The,period grade

1
progression estimates_ are not without conceptual ambiguity in that they

are not atfected, sotely. by attrition. They are also affected by persons
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interrupting and returning to school. The estimates, therefore, are not

of progression rates per se, but changes in grade-specific enrollments

due to changes in rates and timing of progression. We must assume

that causes of progression rates uniformly...affect rates of attrition,

temporary withdrawal, and return from temporary withdrawal.

4
A more parsimonious model of grade progression would include all

schooling levels simultaneously. This would be a time series of cross

1
sections models, where the school transitions were the cross sections

and the periods the time series. It is hard, however, to construct

such a model given limitations of theory and data on macro-level

independent variables. Different processes, moreover, may govern

educational growth at various levels of schooling. in a*, event, the

analysis is exploratory and thus uses models less parsimonious than the

ideal.

A more efficient itrethod of estimating macro-level effects on grade

progression net of change in cohort social background c7positton is

tt replace A
It

in (1) with the 7.

jmt
and simultaneously estimate individual

and macro-level effects. However, the size of the ()CG sample, the expense

of the maximum likelihood estimation of (1), and our' interest in explorinkr

many alternative specification14 of macro-level efiectsliade this method

impractical.

For discussion of analogous problems in specifying perceived

relative income effects on fertility decisions, see Liehensteln (19/6).

6
The 19/0 Census earnings by occupation tabulations give the 1969

earnings of pers,- by their 1D/0 occupat ion. 'thus, occiipat tonal mobil Ity
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h.

between 1969 and 1970 renders the tiLlatfons fallible measures of the

1970 occupational earnings distriblation. To obtain earnings scores, we

must-assume that the census tabulations reliably Andicate the 1970

earnings distribution within occupations, an assumption made by most

researchers working with occupation-income relationships in Census or

Current Population Survey data. See Duncan, Featherman, and Duncan

(1972, p. 39) for further disc4sion. In preliminary analyses we considered

alternatge scales, including the Duncan socioeconomic index and median

earnings taken from tabulations for the 18-24 and 25-34 y a ld men.

The alternative earnings scales did not affect the results of these
_.

analyses. The Duncan socioeconomic index yielded smaller and less stable

estimates of returns effects on grade progression than the median

earnings scales. All'of these scales assume that the relative socio

economic positions of occupations are stable over time.

As argued above, it is necessary to consider not birth cohorts but

persons who make grade progression decisions at the same time. Unless

stated otherwise, therefore, cohorts denote schooling-level cohorts
f

rather than hirth cohorts. Similarly, calctraterre.4.-..Q.,- the average first

)ob earnings of cohors are for men who terminate or continue schooling

in the same year rather than for hirob cohorts..

Some OGG respondents report first jobs that they took before

finishing school. Slue(' these are often job); taken to earn money to

;Icquirt further schooling, they do not indicate, the "return" that the

individual derives frOm his final educational attainfrient. Men who

reported starting their job prior h) finit;hing school, therefore, are
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excluded from our calculations of earnings. When averageprnings estimates

f-are computed for one-year coh r s by schooling-level, they are in places

biped on small numbers of observations. As a result, he relatillibenings

/

B ries'are subject to considerable sampling variability.

8
The series on student fees denotes fees paid by students or their

private benefactors for all educational services except room and board.

Federal payments for veterans are excluded. The series is taken from

U. S. Bureau of the Census (1975, p. 384) and adjusted to constant (1967)

dollars. The series and its original sources' are given in U. S.

Bureau of the Census (1975, p. 383) and (1975, p. 366) respectively.

9
The unemployment seris is given ia U, S4 Bureau of the CenSus

', 1

(197 , p. 135) for 1910-1930 and 1944-19R. For 1931=-1943 we use Darby's(197

(197 ) "Corrected iikS"-Iries.

10
That is, we use the residuals from the reiiession of the variable.

ar its natural logarithm, on a Linear time trend. Which variables are

(

expressed in logarithmic scales is/ Made clear in the presentation of our

ilk

results.

11
\ Uniess stated otherwise, equations presented in this section are

estimated by ordinary least squares (OLS). When Durbin-Watson stallstics

t
r ---\-

indicate first or er serial correlation, we use other methods Uas noted
i

in the text. Because `-;OMP series are biennial and others annual and
41

oquaLions differ ill the lags at which the independent variables have

effects, regressions are rim over different numbers of observations..

Ttie reported equations are ajilays estimated over the maximum available

observations. In analysis not reported here, we have compared equations

estimated with equal numbers of observations and verified that differences

O
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among reported equations are not artifacts of the unequal numbers of

observations upon which they are estimated.

12
At all stages of the analysis we considered alternative ratios at

()tiler lags. With no important exceptions, however, the same returns

variable had the strongest impact on 8th grade completion.

13 ,

Strictly speaking, it is wrong to regard the coefficients as

proportionate responseyS in the dependent variable. Were the final

dependent variable in logarithmic form, this would be correct. But our)

dependent variables are adjusted log odds of grade progressi'n rather

than log adjusted'odds. Since these are not generally iNatical,

the coefficients are not measured in proportionate changes in adjusted
i

odds. Nonetheless, since they are apprmately equal, we discuss our

results as if th-- proportionate change interpretation were correct.

14T
he effect of the Mange in unemployment at this age suggests

that it is correlated with other factors such as fluctuation in

relative earnings of persons of different education levels, not captured

by the earnings measure Included in the equation, If, for example,

derision s are affected by the relative chances of unemployment

of men in earlier cohort'with different amounts of schooling, then there

could he a positive effect of unemployment changes a number of years before

the given change could influence the cohorts' own employment possibilities.

When unemployment increases, Cl4-relatIve chances of unemployment for well-

educated workers decrease Ind induce higher puogrc.;sIon rates fOr cohorts

still in sch )01.
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15
The first stage is OLS. The residuals from this-stage are

used to estimate p where

Et pe t -1
+ v

t'

t
is the disturbapce in4the first-stage equation, and v

t
is a disturbance

assumed to be serially independent. Then we transf m each variable

X. as follows:

it it
X
i(t -1).

The second stage is to estimate the equation by 0LS using the Xit. Saecond-

stage estimates are reported in Table 1. For further discussion see, for

example, Johnston (1973, pp. 263-264).

16
Since the correlation between fluctuations in expenditures and

teachers' salaries is 0.85, we report the effects of these variables in

separate equations.

17
In the presence of the returns measure, the effect of Change in

unemployment when the cohort enters school is negligible, sugge'ting

that the observed early effect of change in unemployment rates is due to

a positive correlation between unemployment and the economic benefits

to formal schooling,'. But this does not explain the effet of rT-6 in

Equation 1. The latter evidently requires consideration of other relative

benefits to grade progression, sucit as those'discussed in footnote 14.

"That the relative earnings effect is the same in the equations

including teacher salaries and educational expenditures suggests that

teacher salaries and relative earnings are not redundantimeasures in
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contrast to our earlier argument. $,
Alternatively, howevA, the,

relative earnings measure for this transition b sed on more individual-

level. observations than, the one we used for 8th grade completion making

it more reliable and thus enabling us to isolate_the relative earnings

effect and the school quality effect of teacher salaries simultaneously.

19
We examined the effects' of the level and change in unemployment

on the series of fluctuations in the log odds of grade progression not
*

adjusted for social background composition, the 16 year old unemployment

rate and its changes on high school graduation for cohorts attending

high school in the post-war era,tand interactions between period (post-war

versus pre-war) and unemployment levels and changes on high school

graduation. In no instance did we detect unemployment effects large

enough to warrant interpretation.

20
Additional analysis not reported here shows that the pupil-teacher

ratio, the number of one-teacher public schools, and changes in the

unemployment rate have no effect on high school graduation irrespective

of what subset of the independent variables are included in an equation.

In addition, we do not present further equations including teacher

salaries and excluding expenditures per pupil. 'Results for equations

including teacher salaries parallel those obtained from equations

including expenditures reported here.

21
Our data provide reliable Bough estimates of progression rates

from high school'to college to permit time-series analysis. Evidence

from other data, however, suggests that our progression rates from

high school to college are less reliable than for earlier school
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,A

transitions inasmuch as they are blesed on fewer observations at the

individual level (Mare 1977a \ Ch. 4). This renders parameter estimates

sensitive to the inclusion or exclusion of one or two observations in

the series. To handle this problem, we smoothed the adjusted grade

progression rates by taking a simple three-term moving' average of the

observations. This both stabilizes and makes more interpretable the

parameter estimates.Wince his reduces-high-frequency variation in the
Ao,

"-dependent series, it is easier to obtain a,,, ,lose fii between the in-

dependent variables and'the grade progression series than would otherwise

be possible. It would be unwarranted, therefore, to conclude that the

large coefficients of determination we report indicate great success in

explaining variation in grade progression rates from high school to college.

(Freeman (1975) xplains 95 pe,Fent of the variance in college attendance

rates with a rel ive earnings measure and an index of the demand for

college educated labor. In that analysis, however, variable. \ are

measured at their observed levels rather than as deviations frorii-the

trends that follow. Although Freeman's model accounts for the

recent downturn in attendance, its close fit is partly due to the-common

linear trend in the variables.)

22
The Durbin-Watson statistic for Equation 2 is in the interval

where the test for first order autocorrelation is ambiguous, but the

serial correlation parameter p estimated from the residuals is large

enough (0.352) that it is unlikely that Equation'2 is free from I

autocorrelation,-14e attempted to take account of this by reestimating

the equation via the Cochrane-Orcutt iterative method (Cochrane and 4ircutt

1949), using the estimated from the residuals of the first round of
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estimation as the start value for p. This procedure, however,

converged to estimates similar to those f tion 2 but with. -a smaller

Durbin-Watson statistic 1.nder the assumption that tpis is a local

solion to the iterative procedure, we estimated the equation for

several other values of p. To obtain a Durbin-Watson statistic close

to 2.0, its is necessary to assume that p is approximately 0.9. When

the equation is estimated( under this assumption, parameter and standard

error estimates are similar to those of Equation 2.

ph-

V
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